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Abstract
Neutrons produced deuterium Z-pinch plasmas are widely acknowledged to be a
consequence of highly accelerated deuterons undergoing nuclear fusion with relatively
stationary deuterons [1]. The acceleration is thought to occur in intense fields created
in the MHD instabilities that punctuate the plasma column. Interestingly, the energies
of the accelerated ions exceed the applied voltage across the electrode gap. We
use the 1 MA Zebra pulsed-power generator at the Nevada Terawatt Facility (NTF)
to explore this poorly understood fast neutron production mechanism by creating
deuterium Z-pinches in three distinct types of target loads. The loads are a cylindrical
shell of deuterium gas, the far less explored deuterided palladium wire arrays, and a
deuterium-carbon ablated laser plume target, which is unique to the NTF.
The pinch dynamics vary considerably in these three targets and provide the
opportunity to explore the ion acceleration mechanism. We infer the characteristics of
the accelerating fields from a wide range of diagnostic data including the neutron yield,
energy spectrum and angular distribution, and the properties of the matching electron
beams that are accelerated in the same field, and the energetic X-rays they produce
on stopping. The plasma and the instabilities were recorded on several high-speed
imaging diagnostics along with time-integrated soft (<10 keV) X-ray pinhole images.
The three load types produced total neutron yields in the 108−1010 n/pulse range. The
synchronization we observe between the ion and electron beams and the development
of instabilities leads us to confirm the acceleration hypothesis. We also present the
characteristics of the fields and ion beams in these varied pinches.
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The study of dense Z-pinch plasma is a rapidly developing field that explores the
fourth state of matter. Z-pinch plasmas have temperature and density conditions
that are similar to those occurring in the interior of stars, nuclear weapons, laser
accelerators and lightning bolts. The plasma conditions also harbor the creation of
deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions. The short duration of the deuterium fusion
reactions yield an impulse neutron source. There are many important applications in
the production of short pulses of high intensity neutron sources.
 The use for keff measurements on sub-critical experimentation detecting prompt
gammas from neutron capture
 Interrogation of cargo containers suspected of containing nuclear materials
 The forced nuclear transmutation of fissionable materials with exceedingly long
half-lives
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Understanding the physical mechanisms responsible for neutron production can
lead to the optimization of loads and pulsed-power drivers of these Z-pinch plasma
neutron sources. The stability of Z-pinch plasmas is also a major factor in achieving
proposed inertial confinement fusion schemes with break-even energy production.
1.1.2 Where we’ve been
Z-pinch physics investigates plasma heating and confinement along the vertical axis
”Z axis” in the presence of a strong current pulse. Current flowing through a plasma




B Lorentz force that
is inwardly directed towards the Z axis. A typical Z-pinch uses a short, Multi-Mega
Ampere current pulse that typically has a rise time to peak current ranging from
hundreds of nanoseconds to many microseconds [7]. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic
representation of a Z-pinch. The first analysis of Z-pinches was performed by W. H.
Bennett in 1934 [8]. Bennett derived the equilibrium conditions between the confining
magnetic pressure and the internal pressure of the plasma.
Figure 1.1 The Z-pinch process confines hot, dense plasma on the Z-axis and is
capable of emitting radiation at its peak compression.
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The interest in using the Z-pinch method to heat and confine a plasma to produce
a thermonuclear fusion burn started in the 1950s following the suggestion of M. Haines
[9]. The idea was to adiabatically heat a mixture of deuterium-tritium to act as the
fusion fuel to such a density and temperature to meet Lawson’s criteria for breakeven
energy production [10]. Lawson’s criteria for relevant fusion reactions require the
realization of ion densities ni and confinement times τ to reach a scale of niτ ≥1.5×
1020s/m3. Neutron emission from dense plasmas containing deuterium is a telltale
sign of these fusion reactions occuring [2].
Enthusiasm for easily achievable break-even fusion quickly evaporated as magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities quickly disrupted the stagnated on-axis plasma,
which allowed it to radiatively cool before significant reactions could occur. The most
important of the disruptive instabilities are the sausage and the kink instabilities.
However, anomalously large neutron yields did appear. They were quickly explained
by O. Anderson to have originated from beam-target collisions in localized m=0
sausage instabilities [1]. The neutrons were not produced, as was hoped, from a
thermoonuclear fusion origin which occurs from a high temperature plasma that obeys
a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Still, further experiments persisted in hopes of
producing very quick implosions that could essentially out-run the formation of the
MHD instabilities. Many of these experiments were done at the Los Alamos Nation
Laboratory (LANL) Columbus-II machine and the SuperFast Pinch (300 kA, 20 kA/ns)
at Space Technology Laboratories. Unfortunately, the plasmas produced still exhibited
rapid MHD instability growth on ns time scales.
Renewed interest in the Z-pinch for production of a stable plasma column for break-
even fusion energy production was revisited. By the 1970s, pulsed-power technologies
had progressed to a stage of delivering MV voltages and MA currents to a load on ns
time scale [11]. Pulsed-power machines were now powered by a Marx bank configuration
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Figure 1.2 Open-shutter color photograph taken with an exposure width that captures
a shot on Zebra. The pink tendrils are hydrogen emission from current arcing across
the surface of the water tank.
that charged the capacitors in parallel and discharged them in series. Linear Z-pinch
fusion research was lead by teams at Imperial College, the Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL), and LANL. The first compressional Z-pinch utilized deuterium gas in quartz
tubes producing neutron yields of 1012 neutrons/pulse. Interestingly, the imploding
plasma was preceded by a shock wave. Single-fiber deuterated loads of either extruded
deuterium fibers [12, 13] or CD2 plastic fibers [14, 15] have been explored producing
yields of 1010 neutrons/pulse. The idea was to have much higher-density deuterium
already on axis and to simply heat and confine it. Again for these experiments,
MHD instabilities were shown to disrupt the pinch column before Lawson’s criterion
conditions were realized.
The single fiber Z-pinch has an initial high impedance ∼1 Ω that inhibits the stored
electrical energy in the capacitors from being converted to radiation. A more efficient
conversion of electrical energy to high temperature plasma is from the stagnation
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Table 1.1 List of some fast Z-pinch machines in the world that have a peak current
rise time of ∼100 ns.
temperature found from an implosion. This out performed the previous resistive or
compressional methods. For this reason, current loads were changed from singular
fibers to multi-wire wire-arrays, annular gas puffs, and low density foam cylinders.
Recent experiments using 15 MA on Sandia National Laboratorys (SNL) Z-machine
used deuterium annular gas puffs to produce neutrons. There have been competing
theories on the origin of these neutrons, whether they are thermonuclear in origin
[16] or originate from the MHD instabilities [17]. It is likely that measured neutrons
are a mixture of both. A well-known problem is observed on Dense Plasma Focus
(DPF) drivers at currents ≥3 MA where the neutron yield slope dY/dI drastically
decreases with increasing current [18]. Therefore, the fundamental mechanisms of
neutron production in Z-pinches are not well understood to date. It is widely held
that neutrons are the byproduct of collisions in MHD instabilities, but there are many
competing theories as to the acceleration mechanism of deuterons. This dissertation
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tries to elucidate the mechanisms of neutron production arising from the acceleration
of deuterons in plasma instabilities.
At the NTF, the plasma is generated in the electrode gap of the Zebra pulsed power
generator (originally the HDZP-II pulsed power machine built at LANL [19]). Zebra
produces a current approaching 1 MA (up to 1.7 MA with a current doubler) with a
rise-time of ∼100 ns. An open shutter picture of the Zebra machine that captures its
violent discharge is shown in Figure 1.2.
Other facilities with pulse-power drives like Z at SNL are capable of producing
a 26 MA pulse, whereas Imperial Colleges MAGPIE and Cornell Universitys Cobra
accelerator are 1 MA machines. In Table 1.1, some of the Z-pinch machines in
the world with rise times less than a microsecond are listed for comparison of net
performance.
Collectively, these machines drive several types of Z-pinch load configurations.
Primary among these include gas puffs, wire arrays, plasma focus, and fibers. This
dissertation will concentrate on applications of wire-array, annular gas puffs, and laser
ablation plumes as targets for Z-pinches.
1.1.3 Our Experiment
This project was born out of the desire to build upon the vast knowledge of
wire-array physics accumulated at NTF over the past 20 years. Significant progress
has been made in the production soft x-rays (Ephoton <20 keV) and has propelled
Z-pinches plasmas to be recognized as the largest laboratory source of soft x-rays [7].
Wire array loads have used various geometries, such as cylindrical, double nested,
planar, or star-like arrays. Typically, arrays are made up of thin (5-100 µm) metallic
wires. Using wire arrays that have been treated to hold deuterium, in cylindrical and
X-pinch configurations, was a natural step for the study of neutron production.
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In these experiments, a low neutron yield in the presence of a large hard x-
ray (HXR) pulse made the detection of neutrons difficult. However, X-pinch loads
provided an ideal platform to measure neutrons, accelerated ions, and electron beams
simultaneously. This is important because the large and local electric fields that
are thought to be produced in m=0 instabilities in the plasma are thought to be
responsible for accelerating electron and ion beams and creating conditions needed for
neutron production.
Thereafter gas puff experiments were pursued. The annulus of the gas puff nozzle
was 4 cm and most shots were deuterium gas. Gas puffs have advantages such as the
option to introduce high elemental purity control over different gas species mixtures,
and the ability to control a continuous density distribution of mass along the radius.
This advantage is in comparison to Pd+H(D) wire arrays and laser ablation plume
targets which produced mixed species plasmas. The HXR background was also greatly
decreased as the production of Bremmstrahlung x-rays is proportional to Z2. The gas
puff generated neutron yields were much greater which made it possible to look at the
creation spectrum, both in energy and time, for these neutrons.
The disadvantage of the single-shell gas puff experiments was the low density
of deuterium that could be imploded, and the pinch instabilities which arise from
the large gas nozzle diameter. Laser plumes, from deuterated polyethylene targets,
provide a way to greatly increase the amount of the deuterium in the pinch region.
Instability growth, mechanisms for electron and ion beam formation dynamics, and
the production of neutrons in the platform of Z-pinch plasmas will be discussed in
this dissertation.
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1.1.4 Types of Wire-array Neutron Sources
Wire-array or fiber neutron sources have been used for over 30 years. The geometry
of the wire-array load changes the implosion dynamics of the pinch. Production of
these neutrons using wire-array loads on pulsed-power machines has been reported via
extruded cryogenic deuterium fibers [20, 21], CD2 fibers [22, 23] and Pd+d fibers [24].
Cryogenic deuterium fibers experiments were originally conducted to achieve
thermonuclear fusion. Since this experiment wasn’t an implosion-type Z-pinch, the
hope was to reach a Pease-Braginski current of 1.4 MA for hydrogen to achieve
radiative collaspe. These experiments initially showed increased stability, however
this was short-lived as better diagnostics and MHD modeling of the dynamics showed
instabilities being masked by the dense core. Due to the complexity of the hardware
infrastructure needed to create the load, it was not possible to measure beams of ions
and electrons accelerated from instabilities.
CD2 fiber experiments were carried out since they had roughly the same dynamics
and neutron yield (∼1010 neutrons/pulse) as the extruded fibers. These fibers were
easier to handle and could be made into wire-arrays. Most notably, X-pinch CD2
fibers [25] and a conical wire-array collapse onto a CD2 fiber [26] experiments have
been performed. The wire-array collapse on a deuterated target showed the correlation
between the HXR signal and neutron production.
The palladium deuteride X-pinches experiments have only been performed once
before and yielded questionable measurement techniques. A yield of 5× 104 neutron-
s/pulse was observed on a 200 kA machine [24]. The neutron yield was measured
by integrating many shots with bubble-counter detectors and then dividing by the
number of experiments it took to get bubbles to get an average yield/shot. These
target loads were too massive to pinch with the current driver used for for early
experiments. Fortunately, MA-current drivers such as Zebra are now available and
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Figure 1.3 Image of a 7mm diameter wire-array X-pinch (A). Two main wire-array
loads were used, cylindrical loads (B) and X-pinch loads (C). X-pinch loads are made
by rotating the anode 180◦ with respect to the fixed cathode so the the wires meet in
the center.
interest in this approach has been rekindled and in the experiments presented here,
we report results from X-pinch loads containing spatially constrained deuterium with
yields approaching 2×109.
1.1.5 Gas Puff Neutron Sources
The first gas puff was invented and fielded on a 200 kA generator at UC Irvine in
the 1970s [27]. In 1998, SNL reported the first interpretation of their neutron yield
to be from a thermal production mechanism [28]. Before this, on smaller machines
with currents between 1-3 MA, neutron production was predominantly attributed
to collisions between accelerated deuterons. PIC simulations support that at higher
currents, the production mechanism includes thermal mechanisms, but beams-target
deuterons still are significant.
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1.1.6 Scope
The scope of this dissertation is to study ion beam acceleration mechanisms that
lead to neutron production in Z-pinch plasmas. In Chapter 2, the dynamics of Z-
pinch plasmas, starting from neutral gas and wire loads, are discussed. A topic
that is especially important is discussed in Section 2.3, which is the surprisingly
large neutron production coming from plasma pinches in equilibrium. In Section
2.4.3, theory on the methods that produce high
−→
E fields that accelerate ions in the
plasma instabilities are discussed. Chapter 3 will discuss the beam-target nature of
neutron production including 1) telltale neutron emission anisotropy and 2) the energy
partitioning (Q + Ed) of the dd fusion products. This chapter is very relevent to
Section 4.3.8, which discusses nTOF measurements that are cited as direct evidence for
the beam-target origin of neutron production. In Chapter 5, the three different types
of neutron producing loads are introduced and their plasma dynamics are discussed.
In Chapter 4, the two Terawatt class pulsed power machines, the Leopard Laser and
the Zebra Current generator, used to produce neutrons are discussed. Also contained
in this chapter is a description of all the diagnostics used to measure plasma conditions
and ejected radiation. Finally, in Chapter 6, the results of the different types of ion




2.1 Dynamics of Wire-Array Z-pinch Plasmas
A Z-pinch plasma is produced from the assembly and confinement of high tem-
perature and density plasmas on the Z axis. There are five main stages of wire array
implosions that define this process [29]. The wire array implosions will be described as
a continuous progression of individual stages with a different physical event dominating
at each phase. The progression of these phases are the initiation, ablation, implosion,
stagnation and terminal break apart phase.
In the initiation stage, the beginning of the current pulse vaporizes and ionizes the
wire surface creating a highly conductive core-corona structure. This happens very
early on, within the first 5 kA of the 1 MA current pulse. The creation of the plasma
corona occurs due to ohmic heating and surface breakdown. The coronal plasma
provides a high conductivity low inductance path that effectively switches current flow
from the inner solid core of the wire to the outer corona. In comparison, the wire core
remains cold and dense, whereas the coronal plasma on the wire surface is very hot
but has a very low density [30] [31].
The ablation phase is marked by the movement of the coronal mass away from
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Figure 2.1 X-pinch schematic showing the 5 stages of the implosion: 1) The initiation
phase 2) Ablation 3) Implosion 4) Stagnation and finally 5) the break apart.
the wires and towards the axis of the wire array [30]. The current creates a global




B (or Lorentz) force that
is generated between the global magnetic field and the current causes the coronal
plasma to be pushed towards the Z-axis.
Typically, the wire cores remain stationary for ∼60-80% of the implosion time. The
solid wire core material decreases with time because it is continually being converted
to coronal plasma, replenishing the lost coronal mass that is being accelerated towards
the center axis. The ablation rate which determines the mass removal rate of the wire









is the linear mass loss rate ( kg
m·s), I is the current, r is the radius of the wire
array, and V is the velocity of ablated material.
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The implosion phase is marked by the complete conversion of the dense wire core
to plasma. When this occurs, the the rest of the mass implodes to the center of the
array in a snow plow manner [32].
The stagnation phase happens when the implosion of the plasma is halted from
compression of the plasma. At this point, the internal pressure of the plasma is greater
than or equal to the magnetic pressure trying to confine and compress it. Most of
the kinetic energy gained from the implosion is transferred to plasma heating from its
compression [33]. The peak compression of the plasma on axis leads to a intense SXR
pulse and the production of the radiation and high energy particles emitted from the
Z-pinch.
The break apart phase sees the termination and dissociation of the Z-pinch due
to instabilities. The hydrodynamic instabilities responsible arise from an imbalance
between the internal plasma and the external magnetic field pressures [34].
Figure 2.2 The images show two different 532 nm shadowgraphs of X-pinch wire
array implosions. Figure A) exhibits many of the stages of wire array implosion
including the initiation and precursor plasma as well as the ablating plasma. Figure
B) shows the separation of the crossing point.
Many different wire array were tried in order to find the optimal configuration for
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neutron producing plasmas. The simplest wire array that was used was the cylindrical
wire array, which consisted of 4 wires that were equally spaced around a circle centered
on the Z-axis. Another wire array that was frequently used due to its high production
of neutrons was the X-pinch. A X-pinch array is named for the shape of an array
where the wires are crossed in the middle forming an X as shown in Figure 1.3.
The X-pinch wire array does not strictly follow the same 5 stages of wire array
implosions as seen in Figure 2.1. This deviation occurs because at the crossing point
of the X material already exists on axis from the start of current flow. Therefore, the
SXR pulse can occur early in the current profile from the crossing point.
The material at the crossing point experiences a very high magnetic field due to its
small radius. This acts to squeeze material from the crossing point. Ejected material
from the crossing point can propagate towards the electrodes. This can lead to the
formation of supersonic plasma jets. These plasma jet are primarily fed by material
that ablates from the wires. As material leaves the crossing point a separation of the
Z-pinch column is produced that leads to a creation of plasma electrodes as seen in
Figure 2.2. In Chapter 6 , the separation at the crossing point of the X-pinch has been
shown to be synchronized with production of accelerated beams of ions and electrons
which are in turn correlated with the production of neutrons.
2.2 Dynamics of Gas Load Z-pinch Plasma
Wire arrays have a well-confined mass distribution that is initially discretized at
the wire location. In comparison, gas loads can provided highly symmetric continuous
mass distributions. Gas pinches can also be fired at high repetition rates compared
to wire arrays and have been used to produce neutrons in the past. Therefore, gas
type Z-pinch loads were used on Zebra experiments to benchmark more novel neutron
production methods.
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Gas A (Pa−1m−1) B (V Pa−1m−1) γ
Helium 2.2 58 0.16
Hydrogen 3.3 83.3 0.14
Neon 8.63 132 0.07
Argon 3.6 102 0.015
Nitrogen 8.85 243.8 0.00093
Table 2.1 Paschen coefficients for different gases.
Gas loads require a system that can dynamically inject the target in between the
electrodes on Zebra. In one case, a partially ionized gas load is injected into the AK
gap via a long pulse, high energy laser that ablates material. More traditionally, a
nozzle-fast valve system dynamically forms the gas into an azimuthally symmetric
shape. In the experiments presented here hollow cylinders with an average diameter
of 4 cm, a wall thickness of ∼0.25-0.5 cm, and a length equal to the AK gap of 2 cm.
Supersonic flow in the de Laval nozzle is necessary to get a well defined cylinder shape.
Both of these loads will be further discussed in Chapter 5.
2.2.1 Breakdown of Neutral Gas Load
The gas injected between the electrode gap on Zebra initially acts as a dielectric
to current flow. Breakdown and ionization of the gas must occur before current can
flow though the gap. Breakdown and arcing through the gas is a stochastic process
that can lead to instability growth. The breakdown of a gas follows Paschen’s law,
V =
B · pd






where pd is the pressure-distance product, A and B are experimentally derived
constants specific to the gas, and γ is a constant that depends weakly on the electrode
material that arises from secondary emission of electrons from electrode. A list of
typical breakdown constants is given in Table 2.1 and come from Reference [35].
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Figure 2.3 The breakdown voltages for the ionization of two different types of gases
used in the gas loads on Zebra.
The breakdown voltage of these densities and ranges can be quite high and have
values ∼100 kV for 2 cm gap.
The two main gases that are used in gas puff experiments on Zebra are argon
and deuterium. The Paschen curves for H2 and Ar are present in Figure 2.3. A
gas load between the AK gap on Zebra has a pd value of ∼20 Pa−m putting it
after the minimum on the Paschen curve and having a breakdown voltage of ∼1 kV.
Since Zebra is a 2 MV machine, it can apply voltage at a rate of 2 · 1015 V
s
, which
would at least partially ionize both D2 and Ar well within the first 1 ns. While
these breakdown voltages can easily be met on Zebra, Paschen’s law for breakdown
requires a semi-static condition. It is noted in reference [36] that the development of a
discharge at this voltage would take >10−7s; being the total duration of the rise time
on Zebra. Therefore, breakdown must occur in a much shorter fashion with voltages
exceeding a few thousand volts. Breakdown will occur at values much larger than
Paschen’s law dictates and be irreproducible shot to shot.
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2.2.2 0d implosion codes: thin shell, snowplow, and piston-
shock model for implosions of gas puff and laser plume
loads
Figure 2.4 A diagram showing the model of the snowplow and piston-shock repre-
sentations of an imploding load. In both, neutral mass is scooped up by the current
sheath. The piston-shock model is different since it assumes that a shock wave is
launched in front of the current sheath that preheats the gas.
The motivation of the 0d implosion code is to obtain a simplified picture of the
dynamics of a symmetrically imploding load. The basic output of the 0d code is used
to determine how quickly 1 MA of current can implode a linear mass density at radius
r. There are three versions of the 0d implosion codes used and they are the thin shell,
snowplow, and piston-shock models. In Figure 2.4, we see a representative model of
the physics that these codes take into account. A brief description of the difference
of each code follows. First, the thin shell model assumes all the mass of the load
is concentrated into a infinitely thin cylindrical shell. Second, the snowplow model
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assumes a cylinder of constant density, where the mass is scooped up as the current
sheath moves radially inwards. Finally, the piston-shock model is the same as the
snowplow model with the exception that a shockwave detaches and accelerates from
the current sheath. The piston-model is modeled to undergo adiabatic compression
and uses the ideal gas law equation of state.
The implosion of the cylindrical load at peak current transfers the maximum
amount of energy to the plasma [37]. Therefore to get the best coupling for the
conversion of the energy stored in the capacitor banks to the thermalized plasma,
choosing the optimum mass of the pinch is important. The ability for a 1 MA machine
like Zebra to implode with ±10 ns of Ipeak is shown in figure 2.5; assuming a radius of
2 cm and using the thin shell approximation.
Larger implosion velocities of the cylindrical load leads to higher temperature
plasmas at stagnation. Therefore, the larger radius shell achieves higher implosion
velocities and delivers more energy to the plasma through pdV work compression. The














However, the advantage of larger implosion velocities is dampened by the load
being unstable at larger radii. This can be seen by studying the RT instability growth
rate. The RT instability growth occurs at an exponential rate of [36],
eγt, with γ =
√
k · a (2.4)
where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation and a is its acceleration. If we assume
a constant, non-zero acceleration profile, then we can insert the kinematic definition
of the acceleration a = 2x
t2
in equation 2.4. The instabilities then grow at a rate of
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Figure 2.5 The highlighted area shows the linear mass density that Zebra is able to








2kr . The conclusion follows that the larger radius loads, the larger the
final instabilities will become.
According to equation 2.4, the instability exponentially grows with the acceleration
of the current sheath. Therefore, one way to mitigate the instability growth is to
find a tailored mass distribution such that the acceleration from the current sheath is
balanced with the deceleration from the accretion of mass at rest. This achieves a
zero acceleration scenario, such as the one in figure 2.6 [36]. The following density










The 0d equation takes the form of a radial equation of motion that was derived
from Newton’s 2nd law of motion. In general, the forces acting come from the magnetic
pressure. The simplest model is the thin shell model having no opposing or dragging
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Figure 2.6 Mass density distributions that would keep the imploding current sheath
from experiencing acceleration while imploding. Notice most of the mass is located
near the axis.
forces and having all the mass concentrated in an infinitely thin shell at radius r. This












where λ is the linear mass density m
l
, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space,
and B is the magnetic field. The current waveform on the Zebra machine matches
closely to the form
I = I0 sin
2 (ωt) (2.7)
The rise time is given by the quarter period of Equation 2.7. The thin shell accelerates
slowly at first and stays very close to its initial radius as can be seen in Figure 2.7. If
the implosion r = rmin occurs by peak current, then the kinematic energy reaches a
maximum value and the radiative losses can be significant [38]. Strongly radiating
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Figure 2.7 Thin shell is the simplest 0d model with all the mass starting concentrated
in an infinitesimally thin shell at t = 0. The implosion is shown here, it is slowest
imploding model because it takes the longest time to accelerate the mass.
loads are marked by the effective conversion of kinetic energy to radiative energy
Erad = Ekin upon stagnation of the Z-pinch plasma. The kinetic energy Ekin is taken
to be the classical value of 1
2
mv2.
The snowplow model was first introduced by Rosenbluth [39]. It differs from the
thin shell model by assuming a cylinder with a radial density distribution, often taken



























As the current sheath implodes, it scoops up mass similar to a snowplow. The
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Figure 2.8 The 0d snowplow implosion code is shown. This code assumes a cylinder
of radius a with constant density fill that is scooped up by the imploding current
sheath.
snowplow accumulates mass in an infinitesimally thin layer. The mass of this layer is
continually increasing and only resists acceleration through the inertia of the accreted
mass. The implosion dynamics are shown in Figure 2.8, and we can see it has a higher
implosion velocity and a narrower kinetic energy peak that the thin shell model. If we
assume Erad = Ekin, than the characteristic radiation burst (most likely in the form
of SXR) is ∼25 ns in duration. A comparison of kinetic energy and SXR burst can be
seen in Figure 5.17.
Finally, the piston-shock model was devised by D. Potter [40] and follows the
trajectories of a piston and a shock front. As the piston (current sheath) moves
towards the axis, it scoops up material forming an adiabatically heated layer between
piston and shock wave. The shock wave detaches from the piston and runs in front of
it, preheating the interior gas load as it propagates.
The 0d model was derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions and the
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Figure 2.9 A schematic detailing a strong shock wave as it propagates through a
material. A shock represents a discontinuity and travels faster than the speed of sound
in that material
adiabatic equation of state PV γ = const. The effect an equation of state added
was prohibiting an infinite compression of the load using the conservation of energy
principle. The Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions describe state variable across the
discontinuity boundary of the shock. In Figure 2.9, we display a schematic diagram
of the discontinuity of state variables that the jump conditions bridge. In the strong















where us is the fluid velocity behind the shock and vs the speed of the shock in the
LAB frame, ρs the density and ps the pressure just behind the shock.
The pressure immediately behind, and therefore driving the shock wave, is the
magnetic pressure provided from the current traveling through the Z-pinch and is
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Figure 2.10 The slug-piston model assumes a shock is launched and runs in front of







The shock wave travels faster than the speed of sound of the plasma cs. In the strong
shock regime, using the ratio of the specific heats for an ideal gas γ = 5/3, then the
maximum achievable compression is ρ1
ρ0
−→ 4. If the shock wave reaches the axis, it
will reflect and travel back radially outwards, further heating the gas load. Solutions
of the code see the shock traveling to the axis when the piston roughly equals r0/3,
this can be seen in Figure 2.10.
All these models are approximations of the real implosion and assume an infinite
electrical conductivity. However, they are valuable for scaling of implosion masses and
to give a sense of the dynamics. A comparison of the three, 0d codes with the same
total mass is shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 All three 0d code models are represented here and contain the same
total mass to be imploded on axis. The thin shell arrives last because all its mass is
concentrated at the furthest distance away.
2.3 Equilibrium Z-pinches
Two phenomenon that deviate from the characteristics of Z-pinch plasma motivate
the understanding of plasma in equilibrium. The first is the abnormally large pro-
duction of neutrons that occur from 1 MA class pulsed power machines. The second
is the production of beams of particles with energies exceeding the applied voltage
across the AK gap on Zebra.
The steady state condition relating the force balance of the magnetic pressure
and the resisting gas pressure is called the Bennett relation. The Bennett relation is
an equilibrium description of the uniform Z-pinch in pressure balance and was first







B |= −JzBθ (2.12)
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(rBθ) = µ0Jz (2.13)
















Figure 2.12 A plasma column with a constant current density flowing through it at
equilibrium is represented. The pressure is parabolic shape, being maximum on axis.
Taking the average electron and ion temperatures and inserting them into the
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differential form of the ideal gas pressure, we can write




which can be integrated by parts to give











where a is the plasma radius, and at that position, the pressure is in equilibrium
therefore [πpr2]
a
0 = 0. Inserting equation 2.15, this equation reduces to













get the Bennett relation as
8πλikb (ZTe + Ti) = µ0I
2 (2.19)
A Bennett pinch is a plasma in pressure equilibrium as can be seen in Figure 2.12.
The Bennett relationship is important because it allows for the calculation of the
average ion and electron temperature of a thermal plasma knowing only your total
current and line ion density λi (cm
−1). A description of the equilibrium radius of the













These equations describe a static Z-pinch in equilibrium. If a Z-pinch plasma in
equilibrium contains deuterium, the possibility of fusion reactions to occur is probable
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depending on the temperature, density, and confinement time of the plasma ∆t. The
values of ion density and confinement time n∆t to achieve breakeven fusion energy
output is known as Lawson’s criteria [10]. The formula to calculate the total neutron





where the volume is πr2l and 〈σv〉 is the fusion reaction rate. In Figure 2.13, the
reactions rates for three different mechanisms for fusion that involve isotopes of either
helium or hydrogen are plotted. The reaction rates assume a plasma with a Maxwellian
distribution. These represented reaction rates are for the fusion concepts with the
high cross section, with DT as the highest value at the lowest temperature.
Figure 2.13 The reactivity for different fusion concepts are shown.
The calculated thermonuclear neutron yield on the 1 MA Z-pinch machine is
Y <1. This number used experimentally measured values of an ion line density of
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λi ∼ 1021m−1. Using equation 2.19, the calculated ion temperature gives a value close
to the measured value of the ion temperature at Ti ∼200 eV. At this temperature,
the dd fusion reaction reactivity from figure 3.1 is 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−27cm3 · s−1 . Since the
measured neutron yield is Ymeas>10
8, an examination of the deviation from equilibrium
dynamics and the Bennett pinch is needed.
2.4 Dynamic Z-pinches
The experimental observations of neutrons produced from the Z-pinch effect have
been shown not to be of thermonuclear origin [1]. The surprisingly large production
of neutrons by several decades of yield raises questions as to their origin. In general,
the production of neutrons from a thermonuclear source would not have an extremely
sudden temporal rise, but would take on a Gaussian shape.
The interpretation of the origin of the neutrons is from a beam-target mechanism.
Very strong electric potential gradients accelerate a very small fraction of the deuterons
in the plasma to high enough energies to fuse with relatively slow target deuterons in
the rest of the bulk plasma pinch. These fields are possibly localized in instabilities
of the Z-pinch plasmas. Deuteron energies in an equilibrium Z-pinch have thermal
motion energies ∼200 eV compared to the kinetic energy of the accelerated deuterons
>20 keV. The development of the instabilities and the accelerating fields they produce
will now be considered.
2.4.1 Instability
The implosion of a liner gas puff target on axis has a long latent period, during
which, there is little movement toward the axis. This effect can been seen in the thin
shell 0d model code, pictured in Figure 2.7, which shows that for approximately 70-90%
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of the current rise time, little movement is seen. The dynamic and sudden implosion
towards axis occurs for the final 10-30% of the current pulse rise time. In the case of
the snowplow model, the mass is scooped up in the magnetic piston of the current
sheath. If the stability of this sheath is of a high quality, then at stagnation, the
internal pressure of the gas is much greater than the magnetic pressure and therefore
the magnetic piston cannot keep it from re expanding. If the imploding current sheath
is of a poorer quality, it can be subject to a number of instabilities. Two of the most
common instabilities that affect Z-pinch plasmas at or near stagnation are the m=0,1
the so-named neck and kink instabilities pictures in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14 The m=0 instability is
named after its resemblance of link
sausages. It forms necks because of
the stronger magnetic field at the necks
than at the lobes.
Figure 2.15 The m=1 instability oc-
curs because of the magnetic field has
a higher magnitude at the inner part of
a bend than the outter part of a bend.
The kink instability has a larger effect on longer live plasma machines, such as
sustained discharges in gas tubes. In the Z-pinch, the kink instability has a lesser
magnitude effect on the breakup of the pinch due to the small amount of time it has
to grow ∼10 ns. Additionally, the necking off of the sausage type instability grows
much faster at larger amplitudes when there is pinch radius r and higher magnetic
field [36].
The growth of the m=0 instability has been studied [41, 42] using a simplified 1-d
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∼ ργ if compressible, γ = 5/3 ,
(2.24)





the wavenumber of the instability, so P , V ,T and A are normalized variables for the
pressure, velocity, time, and radius respectively.
Comparing the growth of the instability at different time steps are shown in Figure
2.17. Here, the model featured an incompressible fluid which has the fastest growth of
instabilities. The growth of the instability is shown to be indeed exponential. The
initial conditions features a 2% perturbation of the radius with the wavelength of the
perturbation being λ = L/2. The boundary conditions at Z = 0 and Z = 2 cm are
periodic. The model features dimensionless quantities and can be generalized to a
specific machines parameters such as the magnetic pressure (Pmag ∝ I2) and density.
The plasma leaves the neck ∼ 100km/s and creates the lobes.
This model assumes infinite electrical conductivity and has no adverse result due
to the increased inductance at the necks of the pinched plasma. The m=0 necking
structures from this model are readily seen in our gas puff experiments as in the
Shadowgraph in Figure 2.24 and laser plume experiments in Figure 6.8.
There are many different inhomogeneities that lead to the formation of these
instabilities. It has been shown that structures in the core-coronal plasma structure,
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Figure 2.16 The hydrodynamic vari-
ables for a m=0 instability are shown
for ideal MHD equations. Shown are
the normalized radius A, velocity V ,
and pressure P across the neck at
t=3·dt.
Figure 2.17 The temporal evolution
of the m=0 instability at different time
steps shows the exponential growth
of the neck for incompressible, ideal
MHD.
i.e. perturbations in density or temperature, seed development of instabilities [30].
Additionally, nonuniform breakdown and ionization can seed instabilities in the
formation and compression of plasma. These effects can be compounded because of
the gas density non-uniformity as mentioned above.
The breakdown dynamics are a statistical process that can seed electrothermal
instabilities. In Figure 2.18, we can see the two main types of electrothermal insta-
bilities; striations running along the azimuth and filamentation running parallel to
the Z-axis. These instabilities occur whenever a material’s resistance depends on
temperature and can have a positive feedback effect from Joule heating [43]. The
electrothermal instabilities manifest themselves in bands of higher temperature or
resistance and can grow very rapidly when compared to RT instabilities.







where Z is the ionization state of the nuclei, m is the electron mass, ε0 is the electric
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Figure 2.18 Thermal instabilites are shown. Filamentation structure is shown on
the left and striation structures are shown on the right.
permittivity of free space, ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm, kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The filamentation effect occurs during the random
paths taken during the breakdown of a material, the resistivity decreases dη
dT
< 0, and
the axial current flow separates into channels [43]. These can seed the m=1 instability.
However, when the striations occur, this is due to the resistivity increasing with
temperature and dη
dT
> 0 [43]. These stratified structures are perpendicular to current
flow, can be the seed for the m=0 instability, and have been well documented in the
early stages of gas puff implosions [44]. Figure 2.19 shows striations in a Shadowgraph
of a Zebra implosion.
Preionization of gas puffs by external UV flashboards or charged particles sprays
have been shown to have some benefit to mitigate many of these effects. It has been
notably covered in the literature in References [45, 46].
2.4.2 Ion Motion in Z-pinch Plasmas
Ion motion in the presence of the global and local magnetic and electric fields
created in the Z-pinch plasma are important to understand. For example, it can
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Figure 2.19 Striation structures are shown on the implosion of the laser plume
Z-pinch experiments. These striations are thought to be from thermal instabilities.
explain the presence of ion beams moving towards the anode. Additionally, it can
provide explanations for the collimation of these beams.
Ions and electrons move in a magnetic field due to the Lorentz Force,
−→
F = q
(−→v ×−→B +−→E) . (2.26)
Supposing that the ion or electron already has a velocity, the magnetic fields bends










where m is the particle’s mass, v⊥ is the perpendicular velocity to the magnetic field,
q is the electric charge, and B is the magnetic field strength. This circular motion can
be seen in Figure 2.20.
To simplify the motion of ions that move under the influence of electric and
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magnetic fields and field gradients, it is convenient to identify the guiding center of
the ions. The guiding center is the center of the fast circular motion around a point
or Larmor radius. The motion of the guiding center of these ions is said to be the ion
drift as seen in Figure 2.21. The magnetic moment µ that describes the motion and
orientation of these orbits is given by,
Figure 2.20 The magnetic
moment of an orbiting charged
particle µ is shown with vector
orthogonal to the orbit.
Figure 2.21 The movement of charged par-
ticles in fields can be simplified by looking
at the net drift motion of the guiding center
of motion of the particle.
µ = Iπr2L , (2.29)
where I is the current of the moving charge.
In general, there are many guiding-center drifts of charged particles in electromag-
netic fields that are relevant to plasmas [10] [47] and can take the form of an axial
drift or a radially-confining drift. A general form of the direction and magnitude of
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When the force upon the ion is due to an electric field, as is shown in figure 2.22,








This type of drift can have two types of motion depending on whether the
−→
E is in
the radial or axial direction. If
−→
E is radially oriented, then the drift motion is axial
and if
−→
E is axial, then the drift has a confining effect.
Figure 2.22 A particles drift motion is shown. The drift direction is perpendicular
to both the electric and magnetic fields, in the case when the electric and magnetic
fields are also perpendicular.
Additionally, the force on magnetized ions due to a magnetic field gradient is,
−→
F = −µ∇B (2.32)
and to get the drift motion, this force must be inserted into equation 2.30. The
physical mechanism for this effect is that the Larmor radius in higher magnetic fields
is much smaller than that in smaller magnetic fields. Therefore, an ion has a difficult
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time crossing a magnetic field gradient with increasing magnitude and this serves as a
confining mechanism, and if on axis a collimating mechanism.
Figure 2.23 Simulations showing a 1 MeV deuterons motion starting at the same
angle but different position in the magnetic fields. The magnetic fields are created
from two parallel, current carrying wires.
Ion motion in a more complicated configuration that has a closer resemblance to
an experimental configuration was modeled numerically. Here, a magnetic field is
formed from two parallel wires, each carrying 500 kA. This can also be the model of a
symmetric 3-d annulus, such as from a gas puff, in a 2-d plane. 1 MeV deuterons were
transported with the same angle but at different positions. Interestingly, the orbits
near axis had a collimating effect, and in contrast, the off axis ions reversed direction
into a retrograde orbit. In Figure 2.23, these effects can be seen in the two types of
orbits. The magnetic field was computed using a Biot-Savart discretized solver and
the kinematics were solved using a Leap-frog scheme for the Lorentz force.
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2.4.3 Ion Acceleration
Due to the inability of the Bennett equilibrium to explain beams of high energy,
suprathermal ions and electrons, many theories have looked toward the m=0 instability
as the accelerating mechanism for these particles. The dominant discussions of the
mechanism for acceleration in the m=0 instability are,
 high inductive voltage produced from I dL
dt
[1] [48]
 Virtual break up of the pinch leading to a diode effect [49] [50]
 Anomalous resistivity [51]
Figure 2.24 The unstable nature of an annulus gas puff suffers from both m=1 and
m=0 instabilities.
It is instructive to examine some of the bullet points, starting with the induced
voltage due to a collapse of a local radius leading to a necking of the plasma column.
In this model, coaxial geometry is assumed with an original radius of ri and final
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where L is the inductance and l is the length of the plasma column.
The production of large amounts of neutrons (108 yield) on a 150 kA machine has
been recorded in Reference [48]. Here, the final radius of the m=0 mode from the




from equation 2.33, the voltage produced from this neck was V=120 kV.
Figure 2.25 The separation in the
plasma column for the X-pinch hap-
pens at the crossing point.
Figure 2.26 Gas puff plasma column
can separate as well.
The m=0 instability can lead to constrictions, and in its nonlinear evolution, can
completely break off the current-carrying plasma. The qualitative picture of how these
transient electric fields develop in this scenario will be discussed. The break-aparts
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and necking features in the plasma pinch form a charging-discharging capacitor type
mechanism. During the slow-charging state, which occurs during the development of
the neck, the capacitor becomes charged. When the electric field reaches to a high





E · dt (2.34)
This fast discharge stage ends in the formation of a relativistic electron beam and
low-intensity ion beam. The high velocities achieved then get turned back into the
pinch by the magnetic field and interact with target deuterons producing neutrons via
equation 2.21.
Figure 2.27 The electric fields that would develop from the instantaneous cutoff of
the current through pinch region of the plasma. The current shifts to the plasma
periphery and therefore, the electric field is stronger at the outer radius.
If a current carrying plasma column suffers an instantaneous break in the current
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with va being the Alfvén velocity. The axial electric field travels radially outward with
the speed of the Alfvén velocity. Figure 2.27 shows the evolution of the electric field
in incremental steps dt = r
va
.
In cases where E > B exist, particles no longer move in a drift motion and have
the ability to be move across the B field and be accelerated by the electric field. This
acceleration occurs in the periphery plasma and thus the acceleration region is a
hollow annulus structure or rings of acceleration with radius r(t) =
√
2tvaRa . These
ring structures [3] show up on radiochromic film (RCF), which measure ions, from
X-pinch experiments on Zebra as can be seen in Figure 2.28.
Additionally, a plasma sheath acceleration mechanism could partially be responsible
for accelerating the ions [52]. A simplified schematic of the current sheath acceleration
model is considering the ions to be trapped between two imploding current sheets as
can be seen in Figure 2.23 [52]. The ion is accelerated and gains velocity upon its
reflection from the imploding current sheets. The velocity gained from the current
sheet upon reflection is δv ≥ 2V . Measured and modeled, from 0d code, velocities
can approach >2− 20 cm/µs implosion velocities. The values for n reflections from 3
different velocity implosions are shown in Table 2.2.
As can be seen, energy added to the particle can gain very quickly. These deuteron
energies quickly become high enough to undergo fusion after just a few reflections.
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Figure 2.28 Ion pinhole cameras containing RCF have been fielded on DPF, gas puff,
and now X-pinch experiments all show the same ring-like structures.
Velocity (ms−1) n=1 n=2 n=3 n=4
2× 105 1.7 keV 6.7 keV 15 keV 27 keV
3× 105 3.8 keV 15 keV 34 keV 60 keV
4× 105 6.7 keV 27 keV 60 keV 106 keV
Table 2.2 Velocity increase from n reflections off an imploding current sheath traveling
traveling at different speeds.
This model is reasonable if the mean free path of the deuterons λi is greater than the
length scale of the plasma or,
λi = v/νi , (2.37)
where the ion collisonal frequency is given by [53]:
νi = 4.80× 10−8Z4µ−1/2ni ln(Λ)T−3/2i sec−1 (2.38)
In D2 gas puff experiments, the electron density was measured at 10
19 cm−3. If the
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ion density is similar, this gives a collisional frequency at νi ∼100 ns. If the particle’s
Larmor radius is small compared with the plasma length scale, the ion trajectories will
predominantly move in radial and azimuthal directions. The effect of these accelerated
ions would be to add a suprathermal tail on the end of the Maxwellian velocity
distribution as the vast number of ions would not be accelerated to these velocities.
Qualitative evidence for this is the broad temporal signals that are recorded in the
radial time-of-flight detectors. Broadening like this would occur from beam-target
reactions originating in the radial direction
44
Chapter 3
Neutron Production in Plasma
Background
3.1 Neutron Production in HED Plasmas
Neutron production is an indicator that a nuclear reaction has occured [2]. There
are many ways to free a neutron from a nucleus, but a few of the common methods
include nuclear fusion of light (low Z) elements, nuclear fission of heavy (high Z)
elements, (x, n) reactions, and collisional nuclear stripping and spallation reactions. In
particular, fusion energy research is strongly motivated by the relatively large amount
of energy released by each reaction. Typically, fusion experiments study dd fusion due
to the relative abundance and affordability of deuterium, without the radioactivity
issues of tritium. The fusion reactions for dd and the branching ratios are shown
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below:
d+ d −→ 3He (0.83 MeV ) + n (2.45 MeV ) 50% (3.1a)
d+ d −→ T (1.01 MeV ) + p (3.02 MeV ) 50% (3.1b)
The reaction branch that will be studied in this dissertation is equation 3.1a.
Neutrons are an ideal particle to use for studying fusion plasmas because they carry
information regarding their origin away from the experimental chamber, where haz-
ardous conditions exist and other fusion byproducts (p,3He, and T ) are stopped. For
example, neutrons can be used to quantify the total number of dd fusion reactions
and the temperature of a plasma.
In Z-pinch plasmas, high-energy-densities and temperatures are present and elec-
trons and ion cores are subject to combined electromagnetic, collisional, and hydrody-
namic forces. The classical view of fusion reactions is that of particles colliding with
sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the mutual, repulsive electrostatic force from
two positive charges. This classical view of fusion reactions is insufficient because it
does not take into account the quantum tunneling process. This is a significant effect
because it allows nuclei to interact at much lower energies. Following the discovery of
quantum tunneling by physicist Friedrich Hund in 1927 [54], Robert Atkinson and
Fritz Houtermans used the measured masses of light elements to predict that large
amounts of energy could be released by fusing small nuclei [55].
In Figure 3.1 the energetics of dd fusion are represented. Large amounts of energy
are released from the mass difference between the reactants and the products of the
fusion reaction. This is due to the large amount of energy that is stored in the nucleus
in the form of binding energy between the nucleons. The nuclear binding energy can
be quantified as the leftover mass after the subtraction of each consituent nucleon’s
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Figure 3.1 The products and reactants in the dd fusion concept are shown.









The binding energy for stable atoms is always negative. The masses for some of
the pertinent participants in dd fusion reactions are
mn = 1.00866491 amu (3.3a)
mp = 1.00727647 amu (3.3b)
md = 2.01410178 amu . (3.3c)
Using equation 3.2, the binding energy of a deuterium atom is -0.001839 amu.
This extra mass is stored in the form of energy, which comes from Einstein’s equation
E = ∆mc2 =−1.71 MeV.
3.1.1 Inelastic Scattering Reactions
The energetics of these types of nuclear reactions can be thought of as a classical
inelastic scattering problem where the momentum is conserved but kinetic energy is
not. This is due to energy being released and mass being changed during the events.
This energy that we must account for is called the Q value of the reaction and is the
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In many nuclear reactions, it is necessary for Eproducts+Q>0. If Q is positive, the
reaction is exoergic and if Q is negative, the reaction is endoergic. The Q value for the





respectively. Figure 3.1 shows the LAB frame of reference for
the inelastic collision.
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the deuteron-deuteron nuclear fusion and inelastic
scattering reaction.
We briefly review the kinematics of binary reactions such as those pictured in
Figure 3.1 and 3.2. The goal is to define key anisotropic effects that act as signatures to
identify neutrons produced via a beam-target method as opposed to a thermonuclear
origin. We would like to solve for the neutron anisotropy equations for measureable
laboratory quantities, namely the angle θ for which the neutrons are measured and
their energy. Conserving momentum in the x direction, the direction of the incident
deuteron, allows us to write:
mpvp = mHevHecos (φ) +mnvncos (θ) (3.5)
and in the y direction
mHevHesin (φ) = mnvnsin (θ) (3.6)
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If we square these equations and add them together so as to get rid of φ, we have
(mnvn)
2 + (mdvd)
2 + 2mdmnvdvncos (θ) = (mHevHe)
2 (3.7)
Recall that the momentum is related to the kinetic energy by p = (2mT )1/2 and
substituting it into the above equation gives






Now taking into account the Q value into the conservation of energy equation, we
have
Figure 3.3 The energy-angle dependence of neutron energies for the d(d,n)3He fusion
reaction.
Ed +Q = Ed + EHe (3.9)
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and this be substituted into equation 3.9 to eliminate the EHe term, which gives






+ Ed (md −mHe)−mHeQ = 0 (3.10)





) for the variable E
1/2
n . The solution then is,





{mnmdEd cos2θ + (mHe +mn) (mHeQ+ (mHe −md)Ed)}1/2 (3.11)
The energy-angle dependence of the emitted neutron is graphically represented
in Figure 3.3. It is interesting to note that neutron emission perpendicular to the
deuteron beam still has a shift in energy.
3.1.2 Center of Mass Corrections
It is convenient to be able to transform the reactions in the CM frame. This is
because the emission of products from dd fusion is isotropic in the CM frame. If we
define variables u,v to be the velocities in the CM and LAB frames respectively and
the superscripts 1, 2 and 3, 4 be the binary participants of the products and reactants
respectively, we can investigate the dynamics of the system.The reactivity of the
deuterons is governed by the relative velocity that they have towards one another,
~vr = ~v1 − ~v2 (3.12)
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If we define the reduced mass to be, µ = m1m2
m1+m2
, then the total kinetic energy K in
Figure 3.4 Velocities of
the reactants in the LAB
frame. Additionally, the
velocities of the CM and
relative velocities.
Figure 3.5 Velocities of
the products and reactants
in the CM frame.
Figure 3.6 Product ve-
locities transfromed back
to the LAB frame.














where Q is the Q-value of the reactions, and for dd fusion Q = 3.27 MeV. Anisotropy
in the neutron emission also manifests itself in the angle of emission and not just
the energy-angle relationship. Let θ be the angle between the velocity vector of the
deuteron ~vd and the velocity vector of the neutron ~vn, then the relationship between
the LAB and CM frame is [56]:
tan (θLAB) =
vnsin (θCM)
vncos (θCM) + vd/2
(3.16)
Using equation 3.16, and that the neutron emission in the CM frame is isotropic,
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In practice, radial and axial neutron detectors are fielded, looking for the anisotropy
and assuming md ∼ 2mn and vn  vd and using the Taylor expansion of (1 + x)p ∼











This means that at higher deuteron beam energies, the neutron yield will vary
depending at which angle you measure the yield. This can have large effects; for
example, a 1 MeV deuteron beam will result in a 1.53 yield anisotropy.
3.1.3 Thick Target Yields
The creation of neutrons through the interaction of deuteron beams with thick
targets is seen in laser plume experiments on Zebra, and is described in Chapter 4.
Thick targets are defined as having thickness greater than the range of the incident
deuteron beam.
High energy deuterons are used in the production of neutrons through (d,n)
reactions. These deuterons have long ranges in materials, and in particular we are
interested in CD2 polymer, which is used as a neutron converter. This is important
because the thickness of your neutron converter is typically chosen at or greater than
the range of your deuteron in that material. Because of the travel distances involved,
multiple scatters can occur and the incident deuteron can lose energy, reducing the
neutron yield by falling below the threshold interaction energy. The energy loss occurs
at the site of a scattering reaction, but stopping power
∣∣dE
dx
∣∣ treats it like a continuous
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event. The range of a particle is given by
Figure 3.7 The continuous slowing down approximation for ions in a matter are
shown. The first points are experimental values of >1 MeV deuterons in CD2 and
the second are corrected values of protons in CH2 used to extrapolate to the lower







The Bethe-Bloch formula is used to describe the energy loss of ions as they travel
through matter. In its simplest form, the Bethe-Bloch equation describes how ions
lose energy through interactions with electrons, ionizing atoms, or exciting target
nuclei through collisions.
For a particle with speed v, charge z, and energy E, traveling a distance x into a
target of electron number density n and mean excitation potential I, the relativistic
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Figure 3.8 Deuteron cross-section for a fusion reaction with another deuteron is
shown. Experimental values and ENDF continuous cross-sectional values are plotted
over each other [2, 3].






















NA · Z · ρ
A ·Mu
(3.22)
For large incident ion energies, the pure Bethe-Bloch equation gives very accurate
results and at very high energies, Fermi’s density correction needs to be accounted for.
However, it does lose accuracy at lower energies, due to approaching the limits of the
our assumptions used for deriving the equation, which are:
 the ion is moving much faster than the target electrons and is fully stripped of
its electrons
 the ion is much heavier than the target electrons
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Figure 3.9 The yield from a high energy deuteron impacting a deuterated target
from equations 3.23 and 3.24 is shown. This is especially important for beam-target
fusion, when the target is thick such as in the case of laser plume Z-pinch experiments,
when the main yield comes from deuteron beam interaction with the cathode target.
Since the projectile mass is not included in the theoretical formula, particles with
the same EMp
M
ratios are expected to have equal ranges.
For measurements of intense beams incident on thin targets, the neutron yield is,
Y = nσ(E)T , (3.23)
where T is the thickness. However, taking into account the loss of energy in thick












The difference the deuteron energy loss corrections make to thick target yields of the
same thickness T in using equations 3.23 and 3.24 is shown in Figure 3.9.
The cross-sections for dd fusion reactions were taken from Reference [2, 3]. They
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are plotted in figure 3.8. The Brown and Jarmie cross sections [2] were absolute
measurements on lower energy deuteron beams and were checked against the ENDF
cross section files that extend into the higher energy range. These cross sections were
used in equation 3.24 after the particle had traveled a distance dx and lost an energy
dE.
The stopping power was found from two different sources in References [60, 61]
and shown in Figure 3.7. The experimental measurements were for higher energy
experiments, therefore a pStar energy table, looking at beamlike protons incident on
CH2 and scaled by E
Mp
M
was used for lower energies.
There is a marked decrease in the expected neutron production due to the thick
target corrections. This is because of the slowing down of deuterons in the target
through multiple scatters. Experimentally, there is an additional decrease in yield due
to material evaporation from the target causing a shielding effect from the intense




4.1 Z-pinch Device Zebra
The Zebra machine at the Nevada Terawatt Facility is a 2-terawatt pulsed-power
generator that is composed of 4 major parts (shown in Figure 4.1): 1.) Marx capacitor
bank: comprised of 32, 1.3 µF, 100 kV capacitors; 2.) Intermediate storage capacitor;
3.) Transmission line; and 4.) Target vacuum chamber. The list is given in the order
of current travel, from the source to the sink. Two pulse shaping components serve to
shorten the pulse and increase the power delivered to the experimental chamber. The
first is the intermediate storage capacitor and rimfire switch, and the second is the
water breakdown gaps located just before the vacuum chamber. Each capacitor in the
Marx bank sits in a pool of oil and the intermediate store, rimfire switch, and vacuum
chamber sit in a pool of deionized water for insulation and dielectric properties. The
capacitor bank is charged (in parallel) to a voltage of 85 kV. Zebra is capable of
delivering 150 kJ of electrical energy to the load in ∼100 ns.
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Figure 4.1 CAD representation of the Zebra pulsed power generator. It includes
the Marx Capacitor bank, the pulse-shaping intermediate storage capacitor, and the
vertical transmission line, and finally the experimental vacuum chamber. The divider
separates the oil tank (which contains the Marx bank) and the deionized water tank.
The Marx capacitor bank is associated with the configuration of charging all the
capacitors in parallel and then discharging them in series by a number of switches.
An external trigger to the switches causes the capacitors to erect into the series
configuration. The main advantage of this setup is that when charging the capacitors,
the voltage stays low and upon switching to a series configuration, the total voltage
is multiplied by the number of capacitors. The capacitance adds for capacitors in









bank has a much lower capacitance and the discharge time constant RCTOT can be
short.
The Zebra current generator is a relatively high impedance machine with an
impedance of 1.9 Ω. Zebra applies high voltage across the electrode gap inside the
vacuum chamber. These two facts make Zebra an ideal current driver and it is
largely insensitive to load impedance. The current delivered to the load is 1 MA with
τ/4 ∼100 ns. Current through the load is measured with three differential B-dot
monitors located about 15 cm from the chamber axis at three different azimuthal
locations.
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Figure 4.2 The configuration showing the cou-
pling of the Leopard laser with the Zebra ma-
chine.
Figure 4.3 The inner working of
the Leopard laser and its optics are
shown.
4.2 Leopard Laser
The 200 TW Leopard laser is a hybrid Ti:Sapphire/Nd:glass system. Leopard
has two operating modes: 1) short-pulse capable of delivering 10-20 J of energy
in 0.35 ps and 2) long-pulse mode capable of delivering up to 50 J in 0.8 ns. The
difference between these two modes is whether the chirped-pulsed amplification stage
is implemented. In short pulse mode, the laser can reach an intensity of ∼1019 W/cm2
when adaptive optics are used. The fundamental wavelength of the laser is 1057 nm
and it has an ASE contrast ratio of 10−7.
NTF is one of few facilities in the world where a terawatt class laser is capable of
being coupled with a megaamp class pulsed power machine. Shown in Figure 4.3 is
the physical construction of the coupling of these two terawatt class machines and
some of the optical element implementation of Leopard.
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, current probes were used to measure the Zebra current in





Therefore, integration of the B-dot voltage signal, provides a value directly proportional
to the current. The B-dot probes are calibrated externally, on a low-current pulser to
determine calibration constants for each probe.
Figure 4.4 A B-dot consists of N loops of wire which exists in a plane
−→
A . The B-dot
loops are placed in an orientation as to be fielded orthogonal to the direction of
−→
B .
A schematic diagram of a B-dot probe can be seen in Figure 4.4. The EMF






where EMF is the induced voltage difference across N current loops. The magnetic
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dA is the differential area.
4.3.2 Filtered XRDs and PCDs
The temporal evolution of soft X-rays in the spectral range from 1 eV to 104 eV
are recorded on X-ray diodes (XRDs) and photo-conducting detectors (PCDs). If
calibrated on an external source of known strength, it is possible to get an X-ray yield
by integrating the signal with respect to time. This can be complicated by the fact
that there is a material response associated with the energy of the incident radiation.
The material response of the PCD and XRD SXR detectors roughly scale as the mass
absorption coefficient.
The PCD and XRD SXR detectors are based upon the principle of photoejection
under the influence of ionizing radiation and later collection of electrons from a cathode.
An XRD used in the experiments has a solid carbon photocathode and a Ni mesh
anode. The PCD, in contrast, has a photoconductive material that is diamond. The
amount of charge that is emitted and measured as current on the anode is directly






where η is the quantum efficiency, h is Planck’s constant, f is the frequency of light,
and P is the power level of the light. PCDs offer an alternative to p-i-n diodes and
XRDs by providing a much more linear response over decades of photon energy.
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4.3.3 SXR spectrometer
The SXR spectrometer has a spectral range of 0.8 keV to 3.5 keV. This spectrometer
is time-integrated: a Bragg crystal disperses photons of different energies to different
angles. The relative intensities of the photon energies can be determined following
exposure of an X-ray sensitive film. The electronic structure of ions of different
charge states are shown on the film as sharp spectral lines on top of a continuous
Bremsstrahlung background. By performing a spectral analysis of the emitted light
from the plasma, one can infer the properties of a plasma such as temperature, mass,
and composition. The construction of the time-integrated spectrometer is shown in
Figure 4.5 and it features a curved KAP crystal as the dispersive element of the
incident SXR beam.
Figure 4.5 The schematic of the workings of a spectrometer is shown. The spectral
separation of SXR beam into distinct energies is done via the Bragg condition.
The angle and reflectivity of the KAP crystal in the spectrometer is energy
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dependent. The reflection angle of the incident photon is governed by Bragg’s law,
which is
2dsin(θ) = nλ , (4.4)
where d is the inter-planar spacing, λ is the incident photon wavelength, n is an
integer, and θ is the reflection angle. Bragg diffraction relies on the constructive and
destructive interference between the scattering off of atomic planes in a crystal. The
path length difference between the incident photon reflection off of different atomic
planes is 2dsin(θ). As long as the Bragg condition of constructive interference is met,
the photon is reflected.
4.3.4 Xray pinhole camera
A simple camera constructed to image the soft X-ray emission from the plasma
column is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 The simple construction of imaging pinhole camera is shown. The object
(lightening bolt) is imaged inverted and with a magnification being the ratio of the
distance x2/x1.
The camera obscura, or dark chamber, is a simple imaging device consisting of
a light proof box with a ∼50 µm diameter input X-ray pinhole. This input aperture
is filtered to block out visible light, and the inverted X-ray image is projected onto
the image plane and recorded on film. The magnification of the pinhole camera is the
ratio of the path length the light has to travel to get the pinhole (x1) to the image
plane (x2).
4.3.5 Streak Imaging
A streak camera is an imaging device that transforms the time-dependence of light
intensity passing through a slit into a spatial dependence on an image. This camera
is capable of catching the dynamics of a system in 2 dimensions; 1 time-resolved
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dimension and 1 spatially-resolved dimension. The essential components of a streak
camera are shown in Figure 4.7. A slit is used to define the spatial dimension. The
setup of the experiments in this dissertation used optics to orient the slit to define
the spatial dimension as the radial size of the emission at the middle of the Z-pinch
column.
When white light is emitted from the Z-pinch column, it is collected by optics
that transport it to the photocathode. The photocathode turns the incident photons
into ejected electrons. When the streak is triggered, a quickly discharging capacitor
deflects the electrons in time along their flight path across an imaging surface to record
the dynamics. For these measurements, two different sweep speeds were used, 240 ns
and 480 ns full sweep window durations. Special thanks to S. Haque for help on setup
and usage of the streak camera and NSTec for loaning the unit.
Figure 4.7 A diagram of the concept of a streak camera is shown. The spectral part
of the oval image represents its temporal evolution, and it is recorded on an image
plane when the sweep is triggered.
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4.3.6 Laser probing
In general, optical, X-ray, and particle diagnostics are used for investigation of
dense plasma. There are many optical designs used for studying Z-pinch plasma. The
notable ones used in these experiments are pulsed-laser shadowgraphy, interferometry,
and Schlieren diagnostics.
The density at which the plasma completely stops the laser radiation by electron
interactions and is completely opaque in an image, is called the critical density, and






where c is the speed of light and e is the electron charge. The critical electron
density for the wavelength of 532 nm is nc = 4 × 1021cm−3. The electron density
in dense Z-pinches at NTF is smaller, typically around ne ∼ 1020cm−3 [62]. Laser
probing of by 532 nm radiation is not applicable to the investigation of plasma with
ne > 5× 1019cm−3, because of absorption of the probing beam.
The absorption of radiation in plasma by electrons is given by the formula: T =
e−γL, with T being the transmittance, γ being the inverse Bremsstrahlung increment,
and L is the length of the plasma [63]. When looking at the inverse Bremsstrahlung
formula, which can be used to estimate laser absorption in plasma,










it is clear that the transmission tends towards zero as the electron density approaches
the critical density and the inverse Bremsstrahlung increment tends towards infinity.
Here Z is the electron/proton charge, Te electron plasma temperature, and Λ is the
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Coulomb logarithm. When dealing with dense plasma, the transparency/opacity has a
strong relationship to the wavelength of your probing beam being used. Therefore, in
such dense plasma, there is little transmission at 532 nm and it cannot deliver sufficient
information about structure and dynamics of the pinch [63]. Figure 4.8 shows the
absorption of green light at two different electron temperatures in the plasma, 100 eV
and 200 eV; using plasma parameters Z=10, L=1 mm, and Λ between 10 and 20 [63].
Figure 4.8 The absorption curve for 532 nm wavelength laser light for two different
plasma temperatures, 100 eV and 200 eV.
Shadowgraphy
Laser shadowgraphy is an imaging technique used to capture still frames of im-
ploding plasma dynamics. The pulsed laser beam is nonuniformly absorbed in the
plasma, leaving a shadow image which is relayed and imaged on a CCD camera. Using
delayed pulses and several cameras, this system is capable of multi-frame shots that
show the dynamics of the Z-pinch plasma.
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Interferometry
Interferometry is a useful and commonly used optical system to measure the
electron density of dense plasmas. There are many common types of interferometers,
but the two used in these experiments are 1) the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and 2)
the shearing air wedge interferometer.
These types of setups use the superposition of two coherent images of an object
to create a fringe pattern. The resulting fringe pattern is determined by the phase
difference between the two wavefronts at each point. The electron density can be
determined from fringe shift from the equation:
δ = λ · 4.46× 10−14
∫
nedl , (4.7)
where δ is the phase shift (in fringes) and dl is the direction of the path that you are
integrating over[64]. The Abel inversion [65] is used to reconstruct a radial electron
density map, and assumes cylindrical symmetry for the Z-pinch plasma column. The
setup of the air wedge interferometer is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9 Shearing interferometry creates fringes from the spatial differential overlap
of the image with itself.
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4.3.7 Neutron Yield Diagnostics
The total neutron yield was measured independently from two types of detectors:
1) bubble-gel detectors and 2) silver activation detectors. The silver activation detector
was calibrated on the Dense Plasma Focus (DPF) at NSTec due to their high flux,
high reproducibility of neutron yields. MCNP was used in conjunction with NSTecs
DPF to calculate buildup factors for our detectors due to a significant scattering
component from room geometry.
Silver Activation
Neutrons that are produced from the Z-pinch plasma, are moderated down to
thermal energies in hydrogenous material and captured by the silver foils. There are
two main isotopes of silver, 10947Ag and
107
47Ag, which have a natural occurrence ratio of
51:49, respectively. When these silver isotopes capture a neutron through an (n, γ)
reaction, the nuclei become unstable, and both decay by β− process as can be seen in
the reaction channels below:
n+10747 Ag →10847 Ag →10848 Cd+ β− (624keV ) + ν−e (4.8a)
n+10947 Ag →11047 Ag →11048 Cd+ β− (1185keV ) + ν−e (4.8b)
Reactions 4.8a and 4.8b have half-lives of 24.4 s and 2.43 min respectively. The
detector is constructed from alternate layers of silver and plastic scintillator. The β−
particles deposit their energy, and cause scintillation in, the organic plastic. A PMT
then amplifies the scintillation light and produces a voltage pulse. The pulse rate
is counted by a computer controlled multi-channel scaler and can be related to the
strength of the original activation.
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Figure 4.10 The experimentally measured silver decay shows the two half-lives of the
activated silver isotopes. The ordinate is the line of neutron counts, and the abscissa
is the time after the Z-pinch shot in seconds. At early times the 24.4 s is dominant
but is overtaken by the 2.43 min activity at late time.
Figure 4.10, shows the output signal for the silver activation detector. There can
be observed a transition point between the long-lived decay and the short-lived decay
corresponding to the two different silver isotopes. The recording bins were set at 2 s
to get at least 10 bins/half-life. The fit for the raw data is assumed to be of the form,
C (t) = C108 exp [−λ108 t] + C110 exp [−λ110 t] +B , (4.9)
which has two exponential decays with amplitudes, C108 and C110, and decay constants,
λ108 and λ110, and a constant background B. The decay constant is related to the
half-life by λ = ln(2)
τ1/2
.The curve fit utilizes a non-linear least-squares minimization
technique of equation 4.9 to the raw data; assuming a constant background with two
fixed decays constants, the variables that need to be minimized are the amplitudes of
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decay C108 and C110 and the background.
Yttrium Activation
Figure 4.11 Shown is the inelastic scattering reaction cross section to the first
nuclear-excited state. On the secondary vertical axis shows the detector sensitivity to
the neutrons [3].
Neutron activation of the Yttrium nucleus occurs by the inelastic scattering process
89Y (n, n′)89m Y , elevating a nucleon to the first excited state to create the isomeric
state 89mY . The energy level difference between the ground state and first excited
state is 908 keV and has a half-life decay of 15.6 s. Yttrium is monoisotopic and decays
by emitting a mono-energetic gamma. As can be seen in figure 4.11, the reaction cross-
section peaks to ∼1/2 barn at collision energies near 3 MeV and becomes negligible
above 7 MeV. Therefore, the (n, n′) cross-section is significant for dd, 2.45 MeV
neutrons and shows an insensitivity to scattered, lower energy neutrons. Hence, Y
activation is an excellent direct measurement of dd neutron sources, but since the
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cross-section is smaller than for thermal capture in Ag, stronger sources are needed
for statistical reliability.
Figure 4.12 The experimental gamma-ray energy spectrum peaks at 908 keV. Shown
is the raw counting data as a function of γ energy and the fit used to find the area
under the peak.
The 89mY isomer de-excites to its ground state and emits 908 keV gammas that
can interact with the NaI(Tl) detector. The NaI(Tl) can distinguish energies of the






. Due to the energy-resolved
measurements of the NaI(Tl) detector, the neutron yield can be estimated as directly
proportional to the area under the 908 keV photopeak. Figure 4.12 shows the pulse
height analysis (PHA) of the raw signal as well as the Gaussian fit used to estimate
the reactions total strength. The equation that is being fit to the γ-particle energy
spectrum using the non-linear least-squares minimization technique, is a Gaussian
function sitting on top of an exponential background.
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where Σ Gi is the integrated Gaussian photopeak, εY is the activation efficiency of
the neutron slab, and εNaI is the detection efficiency of the NaI(Tl) detector. The
efficiencies εY and εNaI are calculated with MCNP. The MCNP results are discussed
in Appendix B.
Bubble Detectors
The bubble-gel neutron detectors used in these experiments were type BD-PND
from Bubble Technology Industries (BTI). The PND model is their fast neutron
detector having an useable energy range from 0.2 MeV to 15 MeV. The bubble
detector is a passive device that integrates the tissue equivalent of radiation damage.
A calibration is specific to the bubble detector and has units mrem/bub. Therefore,
the higher the neutron dose, the more bubbles in the detector. The units of mrem can
be converted to the SI unit of rad through a quality factor Q, which for neutrons at
2.5 MeV is Q = 20.
Bubble detectors consist of tiny droplets that exist at temperatures above their
boiling point (metastable superheated). The droplets are suspended by an elastic
polymer that prevents the liquid from expanding. When a neutron deposits its energy
through a capture interaction near or at the location of a droplet, it gives the droplet
sufficient energy phase change into a gas and form a visible bubble. In figure 4.13, you
can see a detector before and after exposure to neutrons. In practice, if the dose is too
high, it is difficult to count all the detectors. In contrast, if the counts are too low, the
statistics on the yield measurement are of a poor quality. Bubble detectors are a low
cost, low effort way to measure neutron yield and is insensitive to X-rays, gamma rays,
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Figure 4.13 Bubble detectors are shown before and after exposure to neutrons. Image
taken from google images of bubble detectors.
and charged particles. Bubble detectors were used for order-of-magnitude estimates of
yield due to the difficulty in counting large numbers of bubbles with small error and
large statistical error when small event populations are present.
4.3.8 Neutron Time-of-flight and HXR Detector
The time-of-flight method is one of the most common and accurate method for
measuring fusion neutrons produced from d(d, n)3He reactions [66][67]. A common
construction of a nTOF detector can be seen in Figure 4.14. The design is a simple one,
coupling a plastic scintillator directly to a PMT. The PMT borrowed from NSTec is
the R5946 MOD 4 model. The plastic scintillator is EJ-200 from Eljen and scintillates
in the blue ∼430 nm. The time response of the scintillator response is ∼0.9 ns. The
atomic ratio of carbon atoms to hydrogen is 5.1:4.7 and has a density of 1.023 g/cc.





. The simple interpretation means that the
higher energy neutrons arrive at earlier times than lower energy neutrons. The neutrons
interact with the scintillator via proton or carbon recoil. The amount of light given
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Figure 4.14 The construction of a PMT and the scintillator is a simple design.
off per atom can be calculated by
L =

0.0364 · E2n + 0.125En, for proton recoil.
0.02En, for Carbon recoil ,
(4.11)
where En is the neutron energy in MeV and L is the light output in MeVee, the
electron equivalent light output [68]. The Carbon recoil light output is small compared
to the proton recoil light output. The energy deposited is assumed to be deposited
near the site of the interaction, and certainly does not escape the scintillator.
To calculate the light output for a single neutron is a difficult task. This mea-
surement requires good statistics and relies on timing since the amount of energy
deposited from a neutron elastic scattering is a continuous distribution from 0 to the
maximum energy of the neutron. If the nTOF detector is sufficiently far away, or the
























mv2), v = l
t
, and l is the path length the neutron travels.
The energy resolution ∆E of the TOF method is mainly determined by the FWHM
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Figure 4.15 nTOF detectors setup for experimental measurements is shown.
At 37 feet, the furthest detector used at NTF, τ ∼500 ns, E =2.45 MeV, and
∆τ ∼=40 ns gives the energy resolution of ∆E ∼320 keV.
Figure 4.16 The broadening of TOF signals shows the the neutron production is not
identically 2.45 MeV neutrons, but has some spectral and temporal width.
A realistic neutron spectrum has both a temporal profile with a width ∆τ and
spread in the neutron energies as well ∆E associated with it. This is a complicating
factor if your TOF detectors are placed close enough such that the temporal width of
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neutrons is close to the same value as the arrival time of the neutrons at the detector
∆τ ∼ tarrival. The reason is that it’s hard to distinguish between an early born neutron
with a low energy from a late born neutron with high energy. Due to the spectral
spread of the neutron birth, the neutron signal spreads out as it reaches TOF detectors
placed at different distances as can be seen in simulated data in Figure 4.15 and
experimental data in Figure 4.16.
4.3.9 RCF film and Ion pinhole camera
RCF film is composed of an organic dye sandwiched between two layers or nylon.
The usually transparent dye, turns blue when exposed to radiation. RCF film can be
used and calibrated to measure the radiation dose from exposure to radiation. This is
because the self-developing color change of RCF is a function of its exposure. When
properly filtered, it can be used to measure an energy spectrum and the divergence
angle of a ion beam [70].
Figure 4.17 Shown is the schematic for the ion pinhole camera. A 0.5 mm pinhole
was used to image deuterons that originate from the pinch and are filtered from the
RCF film by Al filters.
The type of RCF film used was Gafchromic EBT-3. The pinhole was placed 5cm
from pinch center and the RCF film was placed 5 ±0.01 cm from the pinhole, giving
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Al Filter 4µm 8µm 16µm 24µm
Energy of protons (MeV) 0.4 0.65 1.05 1.4
Energy of deuterons (MeV) 0.55 0.9 1.44 1.9
Table 4.1 The proton and deuteron energies whose range exceeds the Al filter thickness
is shown.
the magnification of the camera at ∼1.01. The filters used for the RCF were Al in
multiples of 4 µm, giving us 4 different energy measurements as can be seen in table
4.1. The exposure of the RCF film cannot distinguish between protons and deuterons.
However, the existence of deuterons was confirmed with CR-39 film. The upper and
lower energy bound than for measured deuterons than is 0.5 MeV to 1.9 MeV.
4.3.10 Magnetic Spectrometer
The magnetic Spectrometer consists of a magnet that separates the electrons
and ions by energies and a faraday cup that measures them. A faraday cup is a
metallic cathcher for ions and electrons operated in vacuum. Faraday cups produce a
time-sensitive voltage when charge is deposited on its surface. Electron beams have
been recorded on plasmas produced from gas puff, X-pinches, planar wire arrays, and
plasma focus experiments. Electron energies much greater than 20 keV and currents
exceeding 10 kA have been measured on Zebra. It is estimated 5-30% of the stored
energy in the Marx bank on Zebra can go into production of electron beams [71]. It is
interesting to study them here because the same mechanisms that accelerate electrons
can be responsible for the acceleration of ions.
There exist systematic errors in to fielding Faraday cups on experiments. The
difficulties in fielding this diagnostic is that sufficient energy from particles or X-rays
can be deposited to create the emission of secondary, low-energy electrons, space-
charge effects, and 180◦ backscattering. Often the Faraday cups are biased to sweep
low energy electrons. Faraday cups fielded in this capacity are only used for time-
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Figure 4.18 A schematic of the faraday cups is shown. The faraday cups all have
the same construction but sample a different energy of the electron beam based on
the dispersion of different energy electrons in a constant magnetic field. The faraday
cups were built for use in the Zebra vacuum chamber [4].
resolved characteristics and not on measuring the ion/electron currents or comparing
magnitudes of different Faraday cups at different energy positions.
A special thanks to M. Wallace for help on setup and usage of the Faraday cups.
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Figure 4.19 The different energies that the faraday cups measure is due to the




An important property of a neutron producing load is the amount and spatial
distribution of pure, and binary mixtures, of deuterium that can be placed between the
electrodes on Zebra. The wire array loads have the deuterium interstitially trapped in
the palladium wires in a pseudo-static configuration. However, loaded Pd wires lose
deuterium with time as the atoms seep between the grain boundaries of the palladium.
The gas puff and laser ablation targets dynamically inject deuterium between the
electrodes. The gas puff has a low linear mass density and a large implosion radius: in
contrast the laser plumes targets have a high linear mass density and a small implosion
radius.
The initial conditions of these neutron producing loads contribute to the implosion
and stagnation dynamics of the plasma and thus its ability to produce neutrons. For
example, if one wanted to produce thermonuclear neutrons, an X-pinch wire array
would be a bad choice due to its capacity to create high energy ion and electron beams
that are ejected out of the plasma. In the following sections we discuss, for each
type of neutron load, the initial conditions as well as the implosion and stagnation
dynamics.
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5.1 Deuterided Palladium Wire-Arrays
A continuing program at the NTF is to use deuterium-loaded palladium wires as
targets for neutron production. The deuterium-loaded palladium wires are arranged
into different wire array configurations that use 2-4 wires in cylindrical and X-pinch
patterns. The two different wire array configurations can be seen in Figure 1.3. The
base of the X configuration has wires evenly spaced on a 7 mm diameter circle, and the
height is 21 mm, and is determined by the separation of the cathode (lower electrode)
and anode (upper) hardware. The electrodes consist of metal discs of 40 mm diameter
with small holes drilled for the wires. Wires are loaded in a parallel cylindrical form
and the X configuration is achieved by a 180◦ rotation of one of the electrodes with
respect to the other.
5.1.1 Deuterium Concentration in Wires
Determining the amount to deuterium fraction in the palladium metal is a nontrivial
task. Absolute measurements could be done by weighing the palladium metal before
and after deuterium loading or by measuring the decrease in gas pressure in a fixed
volume at constant temperature. However, these are difficult measurements. An
alternative method is to monitor the resistivity of the palladium metal wire as it
undergoes deuterium loading. These methods for introducing deuterium interstitially
into the palladium matrix involve a pressure-temperature treatment in a sturdy fixed
volume as represented in Figure 5.1. The wires were baked orange hot for ∼1 hour by
sending 10-40 mA of current through them in high vacuum before being loaded with
deuterium. This baking rid the wires of surface contaminants that accumulate during
their manufacture, and helped to anneal the wires to make them easier to handle.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of the pressure pot that was designed for the treatment of the
palladium wires to hold deuterium. Typically, it held up to 250 psi of D2 at 100-200
◦
Celsius.
In situ electrical resistance measurements of target wire loads were conducted for
the measurement of deuterium/hydrogen densities [72]. In the simplest form, the
resistivity of a metal increases with impurity ion concentration due to the increasing
number of scattering centers for the electrons. Resistivity measurements are shown in
Figure 5.2. At early time, the resistance is thought to be proportional to the deuterium
concentration.
As higher concentrations of deuterons are absorbed by the palladium metal, a
phase change in the crystal structure affects the resistance of the metal. The crystal
structure of palladium metal is FCC. As deuterium diffuses into the bulk metal, a
deuterium atom is stored in the central location of the FCC unit cell. It is possible
that the outer electron is given to the outer conduction band, and this accounts for
its binding. In the alpha phase, where there could be 0-1 deuterium atoms per unit
cell, the resistivity seems to increase linearly up to a concentration ratio of ∼0.15. As
the concentration increases, some FCC unit cells take on >1 deuteron causing the
metallic structure to change into the beta phase. This phase change is accompanied
by a ∼11% volumetric expansion in the unit cell and could possibly squeeze another
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nearby unit cell’s occupancy to zero. In the mixed alpha-beta phase, the resistivity
measurements to determine deuterium/hydrogen densities are likely not easily related
to the deuterium/hydrogen densities. At the highest densities the dominant beta
phase may return to a linear behavior up to saturation.
The highest atomic concentration seemingly achievable is ∼0.7 D/Pd [72]. Satura-
tion to the highest concentration occurs after only a few hours of treatment. After
the pressure is released from the pressure vessel, the deuterium leaks out of the wires.
One likely path for deuterium to escape the palladium wires is along grain boundaries
that comprise the metal. In Figure 5.2 , it is interesting to note that deuterium leaves
the palladium metal faster in the atmosphere than in vacuum. This maybe due to
surface chemistry processes involving oxygen capturing deuterium and desorbing.
Figure 5.2 Resistance measurements as a function of time of the palladium wires were
performed to determine the amount of deuterium. A phase change may be indicated
by the inflection in the resistance measurements. Data courtesy of Dr. T. Darling.
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5.1.2 HXR Background
X-pinch wire array loads are known to produce intense electron beams [73]. The
electron beams can either impact the plasma itself, or the electrodes, and deceler-
ate. The consequence of electron beam deceleration is the subsequent production of
Bremsstrahlung X-rays. These X-rays can carry energy up to the initial kinetic energy
of the electrons (>1 MeV energies). The HXR pulse can be intense and penetrating.
This electron beam is damaging to our electrodes - Figure 5.3 shows the impact site
of a solid copper anode after 1 shot.
Figure 5.3 Electron beam impact onto a copper target severly damaged the electrodes
causing spalling. It is thought that much of the intense Bremstrahlung HXR occur
from this impact. Image taken from Reference [5].
Due to the large production of HXRs, the measurement of neutron TOF is difficult.
Scintillators are sensitive to all types of ionizing radiation. The position of the closest
detector was at 4.5 m from the TCC, making a time-of-flight difference between a
photon and a 2.45 MeV neutron ∼200 ns. In many cases, this was not a sufficient
amount of time for the scintillator to recover. Therefore, to attenuate the X-ray
contribution to the scintillator, lead filters were placed between TCC and the detector.
While more effective for X-rays, the lead also attenuates the neutron signal as well as
broadens the pulse shape through scattering and thermalization.
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Figure 5.4 MCNP simulations showing a narrow temporal pulse of neutrons depositing
energy in a scintillator. Neutrons are not attenuated as effectively as HXRs by lead
filters.
Figure 5.4 shows MCNP simulations that were carried out to determine the different
attenuation levels of lead has on neutrons. Neutrons are less attenuated attenuted
than HXRs, which reduce exponentially with increasing thicknesses of lead. 20 cm of
lead was used in these experiments.
5.1.3 Dynamics and Beam Formation of X-pinch Wire arrays
The motivation for this section is a more detailed treatment than Section 2.1 of
the X-pinch plasma and the events likely responsible for the formation of electron
beams, and correspondingly ion beams. A more detailed evolution of the crossing
point of the X-pinch and beam correlation is to be given in Section 6.1. The timing of
several neutron pulses will be shown to strongly temporally correlate with HXRs and
electrons, meaning that ions and electrons are likely accelerated in the same transient
fields.
Early in the X-pinch dynamics, a coronal plasma is formed that surrounds the
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Figure 5.5 X-pinch shot Z4123 shows the electron beams form after material seperates
at the crossing point.
dense wire core. In Figure 5.5, we can see the expansion of the wires by ∼20×. The
global magnetic field (∝ 1/r) has a large magnitude at the crossing point of wires. The
formation of a highly compressed column of plasma occurs localized at the crossing
point [74]. This stage is thought to progress like an unstable single fiber on axis with
electrodes consisting of the nearby plasma [74]. The instabilities in the plasma column
are thought to progress in a fluid-like manner, and the inertia from the m=0 (pinch)
instability is thought to remove material from the crossing, resulting in the formation
of a ”minidiode” - a gap in the the plasma column where the anode and cathode sides
of the plasma act as electrodes.
This minidiode which arises from the separation of the plasma column is associated
with the emission of axial electron beams [74, 73]. Generally, there are thought to be
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Figure 5.6 X-pinch shot Z4120 shows the electron beams originate when a gap visibly
appears at the crossing point.
two main events observed. The first is a short-lived electron beam that consists of
lower energy electrons. These lower energy electron beams can serve to further clear
material out of the gap of the minidiode. Following this event, and separated in time
by tens of nanoseconds, is an electron beam with much higher energy.
Figure 5.5 shows the early time evolution of the X-pinch geometry load prior to
the electron beam formation. The SXR production occurs very early on in the current
pulse. Two 532 nm shadowgraphy images are spaced 12 ns apart and show material
being ejected from the crossing region. The radially emitted plasma moves outward
and leaves the pinch area as can be seen in later images in Figure 5.6. The formation
of plasma jets that can travel >30 cm/µs and is fed by the perpendicular ablation
from the wires. The axial jets that touch the anode and cathode can become a conduit
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for a portion of the primary current and is then susceptible to m=1 kink instabilities
[75].
Figure 5.7 The evolution of the crossing point that leads to the formation of cone-like
electrodes and a minidiode is shown.
Figure 5.6 shows the later stage development of the X-pinch. The occurrence
of the electron beams always occurs after the characteristic SXR production and is
associated with the breakup of the plasma column. The electron beams occur when
there is a visible gap between the upper and lower pinch region. The open circuit
in this current path can be thought to charge the minidiode, until high potential
gradients exist to accelerate beams across the gap.
The evolution of the crossing point was shown in Figure 5.7 and was studied in
Reference [73]. The initial thickness at the crossing point is on the order of ∼4×
the wire diameter. At these lengths, the global magnetic field is very large and very
early on creates a tightly compressed plasma column. The plasma column can only
compress to a finite radius, and as it compresses it forces material from the crossing.
A micropinch explosion ejects material from the crossing point radially outward as
seen in (B) in Figure 5.7. New formation of cone-like electrodes form in (C) of Figure
5.7 with islands of material still present in the crossing. The last stage presents a
diode-like situation.
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5.2 Single-Shell Deuterium Gas Puff
5.2.1 Gas Puff Infrastructure
The infrastructure for the gas puff experiments is designed to perform the dynamic
injection of gas between the electrode gap of Zebra. The dynamic injection is done
by a coupled fast valve and nozzle combination. The fast valve was loaned by Dr.
Hafiz Rahman and Dr. Frank Wessel of MIFTI Inc. The nozzle forms the gas into an
annulus shape. Once the gas load exits the nozzle and spans the AK gap, it closes the
circuit on Zebra and acts as the current load.
The fast valve is driven by a 5 kA/100µs rise time, high voltage pulse generator.
The circuit schematic for the pulser is shown in Figure 5.8. The pulser is charged to
800 V. There are four, 200 µF capacitors charged in parallel that are discharged into
the 3.5 µH coil in the fast valve. If a pulser is charged to voltage V with capacitance
C, and then discharged into a coil with inductance L, we can find its max current as:
CV 2 = LI2 , (5.1)















Figure 5.8 A spice circuit schematic diagram of the construction of the high voltage
pulser that opens the fast gas valve.
The fast valve has a ’hammer’ seal that works as the door for the gas. When the
hammer is held in place by a spring it compresses an o-ring that prevents the gas
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from flowing, but when the hammer is lifted by the magnetic pulse, gas can flow into
the nozzle. The fast valve works on the principle of Lenz’s law. When current flows
through the solenoid, a magnetic field is created. The time-varying magnetic field flux
induces an azimuthal current in the hammer. The interaction between the azimuthal
current and the magnetic field introduces a force in the hammer that lifts it from its
seat.
The nozzle design was based on the converging-diverging, or de Laval, type nozzle.
These nozzles are typically used to produce a high laminar flow for the gas upon exit
of the nozzle to prevent the thermal expansion of the gas. The construction of the
fast valve and nozzle together are shown in Figure 5.9. The nozzle determines the
mass density profile of the gas which is measured in Section 5.2.2.
Figure 5.9 The CAD figure shows the hardware that couples the fast gas valve to
the de Laval nozzle.
A set of breakdown pins was installed in the throat of the nozzle and the pins were
biased at −1 kV. The breakdown is governed by Paschen’s law given in equation 2.2.
The purpose of the breakdown pins was to ensure that the gas flowing between the
electrode gap on Zebra had an appropriate density for an optimal pinch to occur. The
breakdown circuit is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 The breakdown circuit used to apply voltage to the breakdown pins to
ensure gas was in the AK gap at the time of Zebra discharge.
5.2.2 Laser Induced Fluorescence for Measurements of Gas
Density ρ(x, t)
LIF is a spectroscopic method of measuring density profiles that relies on the
addition of a tracer gas to the gas flow. To characterize the gas puff valve and nozzle,
a test chamber including an optical probing platform was constructed. Figure 5.11
shows a simplified picture of the LIF measurement apparatus. LIF measurements use
the acetone as the tracer gas since the fluorescence of acetone has been used to do gas
density measurements [76]. The tracer gas mixes in an external plenum with an Ar
carrier gas. The acetone is assumed not to influence the gas expansion dynamics due
to its low concentration. A probing laser beam is focused down into a pencil beam of
diameter ∼1 mm with a 1 m focal length lens. A Nd:YAG EKSPLA laser produces
the 20 mJ/150 ps probe beam at the fourth harmonic 266 nm wavelength. The UV
wavelength is near the resonant wavelength to excite fluorescent states in the acetone
tracer so the photoabsorption cross section is very high [6].
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Figure 5.11 The schematic setup for LIF mass density distribution measurements is
shown. This includes the gas puff chamber and the mixing volume used for combining
tracer and Ar.
The fluorescent light emitted by the acetone peaks at a ∼470 nm wavelength. The
fluorescent light is then detected by an Andor iStar iCCD camera positioned to image
the expanding gas column at the orthogonal angle to the plane containing the UV
probe beam and the gas jet. This technique provided a snapshot in time of a 1d
cross-sectional area of the spatial gas density distribution. By vertically translating the
laser beam in incremental steps, a map of the divergence and mass density distribution
was able to be determined for the gas puff.
The use of an iCCD gating camera is necessary because the 4 ns short-lived
fluorescence state is an order-of-magnitude dimmer than the 200µs long-lived phos-
phorescence state [6]. Mapping the density profile in time and space requires multiple
shots. The pencil beam can provide spatial resolution ∼1 mm. The optimal mass
density, as determined by the plasma radiation yields, is achieved at a time 150 µs
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Figure 5.12 Acetone absorption spec-
trum corresponding to excitation from
the ground state to the first excited
singlet. Figure taken from Reference
[6].
Figure 5.13 Acetone fluorescence
spectrum when excited at 308 nm; the
dashed line corresponds to the detected
signal; the solid line is the same curve
corrected for the detection system re-
sponsivity. Figure taken from Refer-
ence [6].
after the breakdown pin has fired, marking a successful opening of the fast valve. The
data presented here was acquired at that point in time and different positions along
the z-axis, up to the distance of the AK gap on Zebra. Once the measurements are
complete, an R-Z cross-section density map is obtained.
The calibration of the LIF system was necessary in order to accurately measure
the mass density distribution in the gas puff. This is done by emptying the mixing
plenum into the vacuum chamber using the same mixture of tracer and Ar to perform
the calibration. The pressure in the vacuum chamber was filled to low pressure and
read by an external vacuum gauge. Then, the gas mixture was added in incremental
steps of increasing pressure. At each step, the probing laser was fired through the
chamber and the fluorescence strength was recorded on the iCCD camera. This data
was used to construct the intensity vs. pressure curve. In Figure 5.14, the intensity
vs. pressure curve is shown. The calibration was done for each pixel of the digitized
image.
In Figure 5.15, a typical example of a LIF calibration image is shown. In addition,
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Figure 5.14 The calibration of the LIF technique looks at different concentrations of
the tracer and maps it to different intensities recorded on the ICCD camera.
Figure 5.15 shows two bright regions that represent the walls of the cylindrically-
symmetric gas shell. It has a given width corresponding to its inner and outer radii
of the cylinder. One thing to immediately notice is that the calibration beam is not
uniform intensity all the way across. This could be for many reasons; for example, gas
density inhomogeneities, imaging lens aberrations, reflections in the vacuum chamber,
the beam traverses the chamber at an angle, different pixel responses on the ICCD
camera, and beam quality. The EKSPLA laser had significant shot-to-shot variability
in beam quality and beam energy. Each shot was normalized to the beam energy. The
spurious intensity across the beam length divided out when the calibration factor was
introduced.
Once the calibration data was complete, some image processing was necessary.
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Figure 5.15 Raw data from LIF measurements is shown.





The estimated acetone concentration in the gas mixture is 5% of the total concen-











π (r2outer − r2inner)
kbT (5.3)
The estimated acetone pressure in the gas puff is ∼ 1015 cm−3 or 330 mtorr. Qi et
al. applied the LIF technique to a concentric, double shell gas puff and have found
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Figure 5.16 Lineout of the linear mass density measurements at three different
positions spanning the AK gap are shown.
a lower detection threshold limit of acetone pressure at ∼ 5× 1014 cm−3 [76]. Their
measurement technique used a 266 nm Nd:YAG (7 ns, 45 mJ, 266 nm) laser focused
down to map their density distribution. This puts our measurements at the limit of
detection near the exit of the nozzle where the gas is the most concentrated. When
the gas travels further away from the nozzle, it expands and becomes less dense.
Therefore, it is more difficult to obtain signal and the measurement quality degrades.
In Figure 5.16, we can see three lineouts of the corrected LIF data at different positions
effectively spanning the AK gap. The data quality degrades at further distances from
the nozzle. Right at the exit of the nozzle the gas pressure is 330 mtorr. This is in
good agreement with what 0d codes predict Zebra is able to implode at a diameter of
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4 cm. The Mach number is M ∼ 3 for this nozzle, meaning it has 3× directed velocity
compared to its thermal expansion velocity.
5.2.3 Ne, Ar, and Mixed Species Gas Puff
Gas puffs of different compositions were shot on the Zebra generator. Highlights
of relevant gas loads containing Ar and Ne are presented. Since deuterium has Z=1,
it does not radiate in the soft X-ray energy spectrum, except for Bremstrahlung, since
the ionization energy of hydrogen is 13.6 eV. Therefore, it was advantageous to use Ar
and Ne gas loads to achieve the correct implosion timing and mass densities tailored
for Zebra before using deuterium. The optimal implosion time was defined as the
SXR peak occurring at peak current.
In Figure 5.17, the timing of the X-rays is shown to coincide with the radial collapse
of the gas onto the Z axis. In the case of a strongly radiating implosion, there is an
efficient conversion of the kinetic energy into radiation energy. This can be seen from
the shape of the classical kinetic energy calculated from the 0d implosion code which
matches the measured Ne SXR emission peak shape quite well.
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Figure 5.17 0d models were used to model Ne implosions. Notice that the shape of
the SXR qualitatively follows the shape of the classical kinetic energy indicating a
good conversion of kinetic energy to radiative energy.
Additionally, spectroscopic information can be used to determine ion densities.
Time-integrated spectroscopy is used to measured ion densities at peak values. In
Figure 5.18, a lineout from a spectrometer film scan shows energy-resolved lines of
the SXR emission from the dense plasma. Overlaid on this are the predicted spectra
from a PrismSPECT model that estimates the lines of a plasma based on the plasma’s
radius, density, and temperature. The estimated plasma parameters gives a fit to
the spectroscopic data. The fit of the model shows that the plasma ion temperature
achieves a value of ∼130 eV at a 2 × 1019 cm−3 ion density. Going forward, these
values are going to be used as an upper limit for the target densities from a deuterium
pinch that would serve as the catcher for accelerated deuteron beams.
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Figure 5.18 Spectral measurements were modeled with PrismSpec to get an idea of
the ion temperatures and densities in the Ne plasma.
5.2.4 D2 Gas Puffs
The gas puffs were designed to have low masses and high implosion speeds. The
radius of the single-shell deuterium gas puff was 2 cm. Typical implosion velocities
for the deuterium gas puffs were near 20 cm/µs and were well predicted by the 0d
implosion codes. Many D2 gas puff shots feature many necking instabilities, as in
Figure 2.24, occurring during the course of one shot. These instabilities, lead to the
acceleration of beams of deuterons, will be discussed in Section 6.2.
Near peak compression, the electron density of the D2 gas puffs can reach densities
3×1018 cm−3. Since deuterium only contains one electron, and if the plasma is treated
as if it is in thermal equilibrium, then this can be considered to be the ion density as
well. This is lower than the ion density measured by the spectroscopic methods for
Ar gas puffs. This likely reason is because Ar is a higher Z element than deuterium,
and the thermal energy radiated away via Bremmstrahlung energy ∝ Z2 leading to a
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Figure 5.19 The electron density measured right before peak compression of the D2
gas puff.
cooler plasma temperature and a higher compression.
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5.2.5 Ar + D2 Gas Puffs
Figure 5.20 The effect of adding Ar by pressure to a deuterium gas puff is shown.
Shots, where no neutron yield was present, were included. This plus low shot number
for some mixtures lead to large error bars in the average neutron yield.
In an attempt to take advantage of tighter compressions and higher densities to
achieve larger neutron production, Ar was added to the D2 gas. The idea was that
since Ar is an excellent radiation Z=40, it would release heat through the mechanism
of radiation, and allow the magnetic pressure to compress the pinch further. In Figure
5.20 are the results of the mixed-species gas puff mixtures. The percentage mixture
was by pressure. It was found that the addition of any amount of Ar generally acted
as a poison for neutron production.
5.3 Laser Ablation Z-pinch Experiments (LAZE)
The first ever laser ablation plumes to be used as Z-pinch targets will be reported
here. A cartoon illustrating the different steps of LAZE can be seen in Figure 5.21.
This process uses two TW class pulsed power machines, Zebra, and the Leopard Laser,
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in synchronization. The Leopard Laser is used in long pulsed mode (0.8 ns) to launch
a plasma plume from a CD2 puck. The plasma plume hydrodynamically spans the
gap from cathode to anode to close the circuit for Zebra. The optimal time to let the
plasma plume expand was experimentally determined to be 2 µs. The optimal time
was defined as the expansion time that produced the largest yield of neutrons. These
phenomenon are related because the expansion time influences the total mass between
the electrode gap and the distribution of the mass.
Figure 5.21 A sequence of the dynamics involved in the LAZE experiments is shown.
1) the Leopard laser deposits energy on targets that 2) launches a plasma plume and
3) when it has expanded the AK gap on Zebra, the current generator is triggered.
Expansion of the laser plume before the Zebra discharge can be seen the shadow-
graphs in Figure 5.22. In this figure, pictures were taken during two different shots.
The height of the image corresponds to the full height of the AK gap ∼2 cm. The
pictures must be interpreted knowing the diagnostic parameters. For example, one
can already see that after 1 µs, the plume has spanned ∼40% of the AK gap. The
shadowgraphy images were taken using 532 nm green laser light. The plasma plume
was both under-dense and containing a low ionization state to sufficiently absorb
532 nm light. Therefore, only the most significant portion near the dense core ejected
from the impact site of the laser is imaged. There are also finger-like structures
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near the top of the plasma plume. This is classic structure for Rayleigh-Taylor or
interchange instabilities where, classically, the acceleration field crosses the boundary
of a fluid of high density to a fluid of low density. Here, the low density fluid is the
first mass ablated from the puck that has expanded and cooled while crossing the AK
gap. Combining this information together signifies that there exists unseen mass in
the shadowgraphs and, in fact, the material does span the AK gap.
Figure 5.22 The most dense part of the plume that is abled to be imaged with
Shadowgraphy is shown.
Further evidence of material spanning the AK gap from the start can be given by
looking at the laser plume during the implosion by Zebra’s 1 MA current as seen in
Figure 5.23. As the current flows through the laser plume, the current ohmically heats
the target plume and it becomes more ionized. As it implodes, the density increases.
Both of these reach the point where absorption of 532 nm laser light can be absorbed
and we can see large-scale plasma structure. The last frame occurs 25 ns after peak
current, and we can see that instabilities take over and destroy the Z-pinch.
The linear mass density of the plasma plume is assumed to be between 25-100
µg/cm. This was measured by launching plasma plumes using only the Leopard laser,
and accurately measuring the weight of the CD2 puck before and after the plume
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shots. The radius of the plasma plume averaged ∼5 mm. The radial implosion is
additionally much slower when compared to the D2 gas puffs >8cm/µs. The mass
density distribution of the laser plume targets has much more material close to the
axis which was shown in Figure 2.6 to produce a much more stable implosion.
Figure 5.23 Different stages of the imploding plasma are shown as they occur from
a Laser plume target.
The neutron production from these plume target loads are assumed to be predomi-
nantly from a beam-target origin, in which <1% of total deuterons are accelerated,
athermally, to the threshold energies needed to achieve nuclear fusion. If this is
the case, then the angular emission of neutrons is assumed to follow the kinematic
derivations in Chapter 2. Asymmetries in energy and yield measurements between
orthogonal lines-of-sight in nTOF detectors are two indicators for non-thermal neutron
production. In the case of a thermal origin of neutrons, symmetric production of
neutrons would be expected. Figure 5.24 shows direct evidence of this phenomenon
pointing to the nonthermal events that occur in the Z-pinch. It is interesting to
note that the CD2 puck launches the plasma plume target and also acts as the high
density deuterium target for the ion beam. In fact, either this beam, a plasma jet, or
a combination of both has been so strong as to bore a hole in the puck.
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Figure 5.24 TOF evidence for the beam target origin of the neutrons. The HXRs
are the first pulse and their peak occurs simultaneously. The second pulse are the





This final section discusses the properties of the three types of neutron producing
loads. The discussion will be broken up into sections detailing each load and the
dynamic mechanisms that lead to the acceleration of ions that produce the neutrons.
The only direct measurements of the electron and ion beam energies come from the
X-pinch load, where the open-end geometry permits such measurements. Indirect ion
beam measurements are performed by nTOF detectors looking for anisotropy between
the time differences of neutron arrival from the axial and radial neutron detectors.
Additionally, indirect indicators of electron beams are the measurements of the HXR
signals which will be temporally correlated with the neutron production. The multiple
nTOF detector signals were used with a fitting model to reconstruct a 2d temporal
and spectral map of the neutron source.
Neutron production from similar loads performed on different MA-class pulsed
power generators will also be discussed. These are of interest because they give
current scaling parameters and they serve as a measure of performance of our neutron
producing Z-pinch loads. Finally, a section will be dedicated to the comparison of the
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unique properties of the different loads and possible future directions to produce more
intense ion beams and neutron yields.
6.1 Instabilities, Ion acceleration, and Neutron Pro-
duction: Wire array X-pinches
The discussion of the experimental results for X-pinches is presented in 4 main
parts: 1) the evidence for the spatial origin of the neutron production, 2) the evolution
of the crossing point that forms the minidiode, 3) the ion and electron beams that are
produced from this diode-type situation, and 4) a general discussion of the performance
of wire array Z-pinches.
The summary of the type of wire array loads, and its performace as defined by the
neutron yield, are shown in Table 6.1. The Pd+D wire array loads used on Zebra have
different configurations, wire thickness, and angles of rotation. The neutron yield in
the table is measured with bubble detectors.
Table 6.1 Neutron Yield for Different Wire Array Geometries
Type of Load Wire Thickness Twist (degrees) Yield
4 Wire X-pinch 20 µm 360 3× 108
4 Wire X-pinch 50 µm 180 1− 2× 109
4 Wire X-pinch 20 µm 180 2− 3× 109
3 Wire X-pinch 20 µm 180 4× 108
2 Wire X-pinch 20 µm 180 5× 108
Cylindrical n/a 3× 107
To understand the arguments for the locality of the neutron production, a compar-
ison of the cylindrical and X-pinch Pd+D wire array loads proves illustrative. Figure
6.1 shows a comparison of TIPH images of the SXR emitting hot spot regions between
cylindrical and X-pinch loads. The cylindrical type wire array loads has hot spots
spread out over several points along the length of the pinch. In contrast, the X-pinch
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Figure 6.1 SXR TIPH image comparing the cylindrical and 4-wire, 180◦ X-pinch
type Pd+D wire array Z-pinches.
hot spots are localized to the crossing region of the X-pinch. X-pinch experiments
were conducted with rotation angles just under 180◦, where the wires did not touch,
and at an over rotation angle of 360◦, where the wires formed a twisted cable at the
crossing. Both of these loads showed a decrease in neutron yield production, but the
under rotation, where the wires did not touch, had the largest decrease in the neutron
yield. The largest neutron producer was the 4-wire, 180◦ twist measuring 10× larger
yield than the cylindrical type wire array loads. Therefore, it is believed that a large
percentage of the neutron production is generated in the crossing region where the
high energy density plasma hot spots are localized.
Electron, HXR, and neutrons are temporally correlated as shown in Figure 6.2 and
6.3. The beams are thought to be produced from the large fields associated with the
plasma disruption. There are more electron pulses than neutron pulses. This could
be explained by the lower temporal resolution of the neutron detectors that blurs
together individual pulses.
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Figure 6.2 Z4226 has high fidelity between the timing of HXR, electron beam, and
neutron production which are thought to originate from accelerated deuterons beams.
The separation at the neck seems to be consistent.
The X-pinch experiments in Reference [73] inferred electron beams from HXR
measured by Si-diodes whose spectral sensitivity covered 20-100 keV. The HXR and
neutrons in the Pd+D wire array experiments were measured by nTOF detectors with
20 cm of lead filters that set the lower energy limit for the HXR (energies >300 keV).
In Figure 6.2 and 6.3, there exists two main production times of neutrons with respect
to the HXR production. There exists a precursor foot of presumably large numbers
of lower energy HXRs that are timed with the first pulse of neutrons. These lower
energy HXRs would have a higher attenuation rate from the lead shielding in front of
the TOF detectors than the higher energy HXRs. Then the large production of high
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energy HXR is timed quite well with the next pulse of neutrons. This could be linked
to evolution of the crossing point as discussed in Section 5.1.3, where a lower energy
electron beam is a precursor to a higher energy one.
Figure 6.3 Z4227 results show good correlation of electron beams, neutron production
and HXR.
The acceleration mechanism for these electrodes is difficult to say with total
confidence. The formation of the plasma electrodes, forming a diode, could point to
the build up of charge for a diode. If you assume a parallel plate capacitor situation
with 2 mm2 area and 1 mm separation, then the capacitance is 0.0177 F. If you charge
this capacitor at 10 kA for 1 ns, then the voltage produced is V = I·∆t
C
= 2× 107 V .
This likely isn’t the dominant mechanism. Ring structures on the RCF film in Figure
2.28 point to the reduction of current through the main pinch and the charging of the
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peripheral plasma as discussed in Section 2.4.3.
In addition to that, most of the deuterons accelerated by an X-pinch does not likely
interact with target deuterons. The region for accelerated deuterons to interact with
the plasma and fuse shown in Figure 6.1, which is ∼1 mm diameter plasma formed
at the wire crossing. Therefore, the introduction of a high density deuterium catcher
for the ion beam could produce higher neutron yields and give higher reproducibility.
A possible explanation for the shot-to-shot variation in neutron production can be
explained by the uncertainty in targets for fast deuterons.
20µm and 50 µm diameter 4-wire array X-pinch experiments were performed. On
average, the 20µm X-pinches had a narrower production period of neutrons than the
50µm loads by 20 ns. The production period for 20µm X-pinches measured around
50 ns. Additionally, the 20µm loads were better at accelerating ions and electrons to
higher energies. The maximum neutron energies recorded for the 20µm loads was
3.3 MeV while for 50 µm loads it was 2.8 MeV. Additionally, the 20 µm wire loads
produced significantly higher HXR yields than the 50µm wire loads. The magnetic
spectrometer also had a marked decrease in the electrons produced from the 20 µm to
the 50 µm loads. The suggested explanation is that the the 6.25× increase in volume
for each wire has overmassed the array at the crossing leading to a decrease in strength
of the accelerating
−→
E fields. Additionally, the increase in mass has a higher stopping
power for accelerated electrons and therefore, fewer electrons reached the magnetic
spectrometer.
Multiple bubble-gel detectors were additionally fielded to look for anisotropy in
the generation of neutrons, but yields in the axial detectors were found to be within
standard deviations of the radial detectors. No neutron yield anisotropies that would
come about from the beam-target nature of production were measured by this method.
nTOF detectors, fielded axially and radially at the same distance, did see a difference
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in signal amplitudes, with the smaller signal being in the axial direction. This is
consistent with equation 3.18, however, the neutron flight path to the axial detector
had a different scattering geometry than the radial detector that was not accounted
for and beam energies were not derived via this mechanism.
Figure 6.4 The neutron yield scaling with current for 4-wire, 180◦ X-pinch experiments
is shown. A good agreement with I2 current scaling was found.
It is interesting to determine the neutron yield scaling with current. In Figure 6.4
different composition of X-pinch plasmas are compared and the best fit was Y ∝ I2.
This was much lower than scaling laws for D2 gas puffs which had scaling Y ∝ I3.5
[77]. A possible reason for this could be the smaller interaction region for the target
deuterons.
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6.2 Instabilities, Ion acceleration, and Neutron Pro-
duction: Gas Puff Z-pinches
Gas puff targets for the production of neutrons had the lowest mass density and
arguably the most unstable plasma column formation. Figure 6.5 contains the time-
corrected diagnostic information for the streak camera, Schlieren images, HXR and
neutron yields, and current profiles. Two distinguishable neutron pulses are apparent.
This is a common trait on all gas puff shots, which typically contain ≥ 2 neutron pulses.
The first is timed with the stagnation of plasma on axis. The second occurs after
a delay and both neutron pulses are synchronized with structure on the white-light
emission streak image. Accompanying the stagnation of the imploding plasma, the
first SXR peak occurs. In all gas puff shots, there exists an early HXR pulse that is
attributed to an early electron beam. This beam originates on a time scale ∼1/2 the
rise time when the rate of current change, dI
dt
is maximum.
Figure 6.5 ZShot 3821 is an illustrative gas puff shot on Zebra. It contains the
time-corrected diagnostic information for the streak camera, Schlieren image, HXR,
neutron, and current profiles.
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As shown in Figure 6.5, there are HXR pulses that are synchronized with both the
production of neutrons and structure in the streak image. Looking at the Schlieren
image, it is clear that the D2 gas puff is unstable and contains m=0 instabilities.
The streak image can be misleading because of these instabilities. As can be seen in
the streak image, the streak slit images the plasma neck as well as a plasma bulge.
Additionally, the streak slit could be missing an m=0 instability that exists outside
of its imaging plane at z=0. The plurality of these m=0 instabilities means another
instability can develop later in time and at a different z-location. This could explain
why there are often multiple neutron and HXR pulses.
Two neutron pulses are often observed in deuterium gas puffs and DPF discharges
[78]. The delay between the two pulses of neutrons has been proposed to occur
from one of two mechanisms. The first is thought to be from the transit time it
takes for the shock wave, created from its detachment from the imploding current
sheath as discussed in Section 2.2.2, to reach the Z-axis. The second could be from
current propagating in the plasma periphery arriving on axis. It is also possible that
the primary shock wave is reflected from the compression on axis, is reflected again
from plasma-vacuum edge boundary, and reconverges on axis. In any case, the delay
should be proportional to the Alfvén transit time Rpinch/va [78]. In Figure 6.6, the
reconstructed neutron source from the neutron TOF signals clearly shows two emission
points in time. It is interesting to note that the first emission is the most intense and
the second emission has the most broad spectral characteristics. If current restrike is
responsible for a second pinch, and therefore a second neutron pulse, it is likely that
the pinch has higher temperatures and densities associated with it.
It is difficult to ascribe a single location for the neutron production in D2 gas puffs.
Due to the unstable nature of the single-shell gas puff implosion, there are multiple
m=0 instability acceleration sites. Therefore, the entire 2 cm of the AK gap could
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Figure 6.6 The gas puff reconstruction of the neutron sources shows 2 distinct pulses
in time with the second pulse having a large spectral spread.
contribute to the production of neutrons.
The anisotropy of the neutron yield points to relatively low energies for the
accelerated deuterons. The neutron energy anisotropy measured no greater than
300 keV between the radial and axial directions. Looking at an inductive mechanism
for neutron acceleration from an m=0 instability where ri = 2·rf , the voltage across the
gap is V = I dL
dt
=120 kV for 1 MA of current. Another possibility is the acceleration
mechanism of deuterons by reflections from the current sheath as discussed in Section
2.4.3. It is harder to estimate the yield of the accelerated deuterons this way. It only
takes 2-3 reflections to start reaching kinetic energies >8 keV, where fusion reactions
are likely to happen. The effect for radially accelerated deuterons would be a temporal
broadening in the neutron signals in the radial direction.
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Figure 6.7 The neutron yield scaling with D2 gas puffs is shown. A good agreement
with I3.5 current scaling is shown.
Gas puff scaling of the neutron yield with respect to the driver current dY
dI
is
interesting to look at. A neutron scaling with I3.5 has been published by Coverdale
[17] who achieved neutron yields reaching 3.7×1013 using a structured D2 gas puff. In
Figure 6.7 shows the neutron scaling using the 3.5 power scaling with current. The
yield on Zebra 3×109 is found to be in good agreement. It is interesting to note that
the ideal scaling law of neutron production with current Y ∝ I4 follows the same
trend for both beam-target neutrons and thermally produced neutrons. This explains
why the beam-target origin of neutrons on Zebra scales with increasing current to the
neutron yield on the Z machine, where it is theorized that portions of the neutrons
produced are thermonuclear.
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6.3 Instabilities, Ion acceleration, and Neutron Pro-
duction: Laser Plume Z-pinches
The laser plume Z-pinch target implosion has a ’zippering’ implosion motion from
anode to cathode as be seen in Figure 6.8. The sequence of images was taken with a
framing camera which records white light emission. The fourth picture frame is timed
with the production of the neutrons. It is difficult to determine densities or plasma
column shapes from white light emission, however, the deuteron beam appears to
originate from an m=0 instability located between a plasma island and the cathode.
Therefore, the creation of the beam is very likely near the CD2 puck on the cathode.
Figure 6.8 White light emission is recorded in a sequence like a movie. Frame 3
and 4 see the plasma column start to seperate into different visible islands where the
current path may become interrupted.
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A unique trait of the Laser Plume Z-pinch experiments is that the same CD2 puck
which the plume is launched from also acts as the catcher/target for the deuteron
beam. The CD2 puck usually has a <1 mm hole drilled into it after each shot, likely
caused by the deuteron beam, but could be caused from a plasma jet. The laser
ablation plume targets have very large neutron yields (∼5-10× larger than the D2 gas
puffs and X-pinch wire arrays due to the thick, high density target that efficiently
converts the deuteron beam to neutron yield.
A reconstruction of the neutron distribution is shown in Figure A.3. There is
a large upshift in neutron energies to the >3 MeV range. The vertical and radial
nTOF detectors showed large anisotropies in neutron arrival times consistent with the
beam-target nature of the neutron production as seen in Figure 5.24. The conversion
of deuterons to neutrons follows the physics outlined in Section 3.1.3 because of the
thick deuterated target. The number of deuterons produced, assuming 3 MeV energy
of neutrons, reaches the order of 1013 accelerated deuterons, assuming thick target
yields.
6.4 Conclusions and Future Work
All three neutron sources were capable of producing neutrons with a yield >109
neutrons/pulse. The laser plumes loads were successfully fielded for the first time
and produced >1010 neutrons/pulse. This was much greater than the experimentally
derived scaling parameter for gas puff loads Y ∝ I3.5. The gas puff load followed
this current scaling. If there was a deuterated puck on the cathode during the gas
puff shots, it is reasonable to think that it would have similar yields to the laser
ablation plume yields. A scaling of Y ∝ I2 was found when comparing CD2 fiber and
Pd+D X-pinch loads that produce neutrons. Previous experiments with deuterided
X-pinches were found to produce neutrons. However, very few past experiments used
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deuterided palladium X-pinches, and the experiments presented here are the first to
achieve neutron yields >109.
A reason for the lower neutron yield in the X-pinch, when compared to the laser
plume experiments, is the smaller interaction region located at the crossing point
of the X. Additionally, the gas puff has a much less dense interaction region, albeit
longer, than the laser ablation plume targets. This would explain its lower neutron
yield. It is thought that the X-pinch produces the largest ion current, and therefore,
could potentially have greater beam-target yields than the laser plumes if a deuterated
puck was on the cathode.
Direct measurements of the ion beam energies using RCF film in the X-pinch
found ions with energies >1 MeV. Electrons with >1 MeV energies were measured
as well. Single hits on the nTOF detectors inferred very small percentage of the
deuteron beam population approaching 3.3 MeV. However, nTOF detectors measured
very little spectral anisotropy between the radial and axial detectors during the main
production time of the neutrons. This points to the existence of a large percentage
of the population having ∼100 keV beam energies. A quasi-thermonuclear yield of
neutrons could exist at the crossing point, which would produce little anisotropy. The
temperature at the crossing point of X-pinches has been measured in the >1 keV
thermal energy range [79], which could provide a high energy Maxwellian tail capable
of producing thermonuclear neutrons. However, the larger yield of lower energy
accelerated deuterons is more likely.
For gas puff experiments, the nTOF measurements show slightly higher anisotropy
than X-pinches during the main neutron pulse when comparing the radial and vertical
detector positions. The accelerated beam energies reached energies of 100-300 keV.
The larger number of m=0 instabilities makes it likely that many different ion beams
are accelerated, and it is not just concentrated to one pulse or location. The indirect
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measurements of the ion beam makes it difficult to say anything about the higher
energy spectrum of the deuterons.
The largest anisotropy of nTOF measurements occurs in laser plume experiments.
The large and high density target allowed for the conversion of the highest energy
deuterons to neutrons, which stands in contrast to the X-pinch and gas puff loads.
The deuteron beam energies measured >3 MeV.
The source of the accelerated ion and electron beams was tied to the breakup of
the plasma column in the X-pinch loads. Early on in the current pulse, the crossing of
the X-pinch is a highly compressed plasma column. The plasma column is disrupted
from the m=0 instability and forms a mini-diode situation with plasma electrodes.
Initially, the laser ablation plume targets also exhibit a stable implosion and tightly
compressed plasma column. The instabilities that develop from a tightly compressed,
small radius plasma column could form m=0 instabilities with the largest electric
potential gradients. This would explain why the gas puff has the lowest energy
accelerated deuterons. The unstable implosion of the D2 gas puff prevents it from
assymbling a tightly compressed plasma column.
The largest electric fields would most likely occur during the punctuation of the
Z-pinch column from m=0 instabilities at peak current. The first pulse of the neutron
emission for the gas puff usually occurs ∼20 ns after peak current. Therefore, the
plasma column and implosion timing are not optimized yet for Zebra. The neutron
pulses from the X-pinch wire array arrive during a 40 ns timespan, with the time of
peak current being roughly at the center. This, along with the ion diode formation,
explain its ability to produce copious amount of accelerated deuterons. Therefore, the
4-wire, 180◦ X-pinch is well optimized for Zebra for ion acceleration. The laser ablation
plumes are well optimized for Zebra for ion acceleration and neutron production.
The driver of ion acceleration in the gas puff, laser plume, and X-pinch experiments
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Undoing TOF data can be thought of as a tomographic reconstruction process. In
a common tomography example, a 3d object can be imaged on a 2d plane at different
angles, and the 3d object can subsequently be reconstructed. nTOF tomography is a
2d problem, 1-temporal and 1-spectral dimension, where the desired reconstructed
entity is the neutron source probability distribution.
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Figure A.1 The results from the first step of the Monte Carlo reconstruction process
from a single gaussian source, both in time and energy, are shown. Notice the
reconstructed source has a rhomboid shape and does not fully match the detector
signals.
From a theoretical standpoint, the time-dependent particle flux at a detector














where T = t+ X√
2E/m
is the time T that the neutron arrives at the detector, t is the
birth time of the neutron, and fE(t, E) is the neutron source probability distribution
that we are trying to back reconstruct. The nature of the TOF signals being a limited
data set makes this an ill defined problem. There are many algorithms that have tried
to solve this relying on transforms of the signals, however due to the ill-posed nature,
Monte Carlo has to date, done the best job. Presented results here are an Analog
Monte Carlo Reconstruction technique posed by I. Tiseasnu [80], which will briefly be
described here.
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Figure A.2 The second step of the reconstruction process is shown. The second step
greatly increases the accuracy of the reconstucted results.
Step 1:
 Sample random points (E,t) with from a surface of equal probability defined by
its bounds Emin < E < Emax and tmin < t < tmax. This preserves generality, but
you can increase convergence speed by making educated guesses to the structure
of the distribution.
 The algorithm then transports a random particle (E,t) to the number of detectors
that you have in your simulation. A particle is deemed detectable if S(X,T ) > 0
AND Tmin < t+
X√
2E/m
< Tmax for every detector
 If the particle passes, then the bin corresponding to the arrival time of that
particle at the detector is decrease by 1 and the bin correspond to (E,t) of the
reconstructed spectrum is increased by 1. By this, the reconstruction builds
itself out of the erosion of the detector signal S(X,T ).
 The reconstruction continues until some efficiency factor is defined. Typically
when 95 % of the signal is eroded for all detectors along one line of sight.
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Step 2:
The next step proceeds along the same algorithm as Step 1, but instead of starting
with a surface of equal probability, the generation of particles is now governed by the
reconstructed spectrum fE(t, E) of Step1. The idea is that for moderately structured
distribution functions, the reconstructed spectrum fE(t, E) converges to the actual
spectrum.
Testing the algorithm shows the first step in Figure A.1. and the final spectrum in
Figure A.2.
Figure A.3 The Monte Carlo nTOF reconstruction technique is applied to LAZE
experimental shot showing a large increase in neutron energy from deuteron beam
energies.
Dr. Karel Rezac improved on the method by adding a second line of sight that
reduces the rhomboid structures produced from just one line of sight. For example, a
reconstructed spectrum from 3 radial nTOF signals along the same line of sight and
their fits are shown in Figure A.3.
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Appendix B
MCNP Modeling for Neutron
Yield Detectors
MCNPX is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code designed to track single
particles (neutrons, photons, electrons, etc.) through different material geometries
and encompassing a large spectrum of energies [81] . MCNPX was used to calculate
the detection efficiency of 2.45 MeV dd fusion neutrons.
MCNP, a Monte Carlo particle transport code, is used in conjunction with experi-
ments done on NSTecs DPF and NTFs Zebra Z-pinch to calculate buildup factors
for detectors due to a large scattering component from room geometry. A CAD
implementation of the geometry that detail the important features of the experimental
areas both the DPF and Zebra are crucial for accurate modeling results. Measured
neutron yields from activation detectors are sensitive to neutron scattering events that
lead to thermalization of the neutrons, making nuclear absorption reactions occur
nearer the peak of the absorption cross section curve. Therefore, using MCNP is
essential when interpreting neutron yields from activation detectors to account for
detector and laboratory geometry and materials used in the detection environment.
The silver detector has a relatively flat efficiency response between 2.5 MeV and
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14 MeV neutron energies where as the yttrium efficiency depends much stronger on
its inelactic scattering cross section.
The details of the signal and detection efficiency must be evaluated by creating
a model of the entire laboratory environment in MCNP, creating a model for the
detector and scattering material and running both photons and neutrons from the
Z-pinch source to determine the tallies of particles arriving at the scintillator. The
LANL Monte Carlo code MCNP is a radiation transport code [81] that stochastically
transports particles in a specified geometry and can calculate scattering contributions
and thermalization effects.
Figure B.1 The CAD drawing of the geometry and the different compositional
makeup of the Zebra bay in the MCNP code is shown.
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Figure B.2 A closeup image in MCNP shows the Ag sandwich detector and its close
location to the Zebra vacuum chamber.
B.1 Silver Activation Detector
The calibration for the silver activation detectors was approached by determining
the amount of radioactive silver isotopes N produced. Determining N is considered
from the numerical calculation and then from the experimental point-of-view. Starting
with the numerical calculations, MCNP uses a F8 capture tally f that predicts the
total number of silver isotopes produced per source particle that occurs in a geometry
area. Therefore, if you multiply this by the yield Y , then you get the total number of
silver isotopes produced N = Y · f . The F4 flux tally is also used as a consistency
check. If you multiply your flux Φ by the cross-section of reaction σ, and finally by
the total number of sample atoms n, you get the total number of activated isotopes
N = Φ · σ · n. These two tallies are shown in MCNP card deck below and were found
to be the same.
Now, assuming the activation detector was irradiated by an unknown neutron
strength and produced N isotopes. When the unstable isotope decays, and is detected
by the scintillator, and then the PMT, it is scored as a 1 count in a time bin on
the computer. Summing these counts C and accounting for detection efficiencies
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in detector, PMT, and scintillator, then N = ε · C. Therefore, relating these two
expressions, we see,
Y f = Cε . (B.1)
During experiments, the yield of the neutrons is the quantity to be determined.
In equation B.2, f is calculated from MCNP, C is experimentally measured, and ε
is determined from calibration shots. The calibration shots were done at NSTec at
their DPF. These shots had a known yield that was measured by a variety of trusted
activation detectors. Therefore, this allowed the determination of ε. However, due to
the experiments being done in a different labratory, a MCNP file calculating the F8
capture tally had to be done for the DPF fDPF .
Figure B.3 Silver detector calibration curve was measured on the DPF. The R2 value
for the fit lines was 0.81.
The slope of the fit line is efficiency ε. The calibration is now complete and
the activation detector is able to measure neutron yields at the NTF Zebra current
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generator. The yield is calculable by
Y = Cε/fNTF . (B.2)
Now, instead of using fDPF , the MCNP F8 tally is the one used specifically for
the Zebra experimental bay geometry. The value for the F8 capture tallies were
numerically calculated to be fDPF = 6.60× 10−5 and fNTF = 5.80× 10−4.
The relevant sections of the MCNP input card deck that characterizes the Ag-
detectors is shown below:
mode n
C −−−Source De f i n i t i o n
SDEF ERG = 2.45 PAR = n
C −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Ta l l i e s Star t −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
C Tal ly capture (n , gamma) rxns
C F4 i s a Flux Tal ly (p/cmˆ−3)
C Total Captures=neutron f l ux in Ag x volume x atom dens i ty x c r o s s s e c t i on
C Al l c e l l s that compose s i l v e r de t e c to r
C v
F4 : n (501 . . . 30 c e l l s . . . 561)
C
C | Mat e r i a l S p e c i f i e r f o r s i l v e r (m51 see Mate r i a l s Card )
C | | Neutron absorpt ion c r o s s s e c t i on f o r capture r e a c t i o n s
C | | |
C v v v
FM4 (−1 51 102)
C Divide by 1 = mult ip ly by volume
C v
SD4 1
C F8−Tal ly capture t a l l y s c o r e s number o f captures in s p e c i f i e d nuc l i d e combinations at end o f each h i s t o r y
C Al l c e l l s that compose s i l v e r de t e c to r
C v
F8 : n (501 . . . 30 c e l l s . . . 561)
C Spec i f y i s o t op e s you want to cont r ibu te to capture t a l l y
C v v
FT8 CAP 47107 47109
C −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−Ta l l i e s End −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
C *********************************************************************
C −−−−−−−−−−−−−− Mater i a l s Card
C *********************************************************************
C S c i n t i l l a t o r PVT @ 1.032 g/cm3
m5 1001.70 c −0.085000
6000.70 c −0.915000
C S i l v e r @ 10.49 g/cmˆ3
m51 47107.70 c −0.51839
47109.70 c −0.48161
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B.2 Yttrium Activation Detector
The absolute calibration of the neutron detector follows the process outlined in
Reference [82] that splits the simulation into 2 parts:
1. The first part of the MCNPX simulation models the source neutrons being
transported through the labratory geometry and interacting with the yttrium
slab.
2. The second part incorporates the output of the first MCNPX deck run. The
source particles are now 908 keV gammas produced from the first run of MCNPX.
This source is used to determine the efficiency of these gammas to interact with
the NaI crystal.
B.2.1 MCNPX modeling of fast neutrons with the Yttrium
Slab
The first set of modeling efforts was to transport the neutrons throughout the
labratory geometry. The neutron source was a point source, in time and space, of
2.45 MeV neutrons. The neutrons that enter the Y slab cell were tallied to determine
their likelikhood to excite the 1rst nuclear state of Y. Around 109 particles per run
were performed and the simulations included variation reduction techniques including
source biasing and forced collisions of neutrons that entered the Yttrium slab domain.
The yttrium efficiency of converting neutrons to activated nuclei was determined to
be εn ∼ 5× 10−5.
In order for the simulations to match real world conditions as closely as possible, the
Zebra experimental bay geometry was used in the simulations. The Zebra experimental
bay contains many major scattering centers including a water tank, oil tank, and
concrete floors and cieling. The scattering of neutrons, and resulting energy loss from
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the reactions, are taken into account in MCNPX. The simulations shows that there
is a minimal contribution of neutrons <5% that have undergone scattering events in
the surrounding materials that are responsible for the creation of 89mY isomer. This
means that the majority of the activation of the sample caused by the neutrons are
emitted directly from the source itself.
In comparison, the scattering contribution to a moderated silver neutron activation
detector in the Zebra bay geometry was simulated. It was found that the majority
of activated nuclei originated from scattered neutrons. The scattering contribution
was calculated using MCNPX-PoliMi, an add-on package for MCNPX whose output
contains particles track information. The output files scores particle information such
as location within cell, energy, weight, time, and type of interaction.
B.2.2 MCNPX modeling of NaI detector to 908 keV gammas
The MCNPX code has been used to numerically simulate the detection efficiency
of γ rays by a NaI detector [83]. The F8 pulse height tally models the structure of
the pulse height distribution for a monoenergetic high-energy photon, including the
Compton edge, escape K-shell peak, and the photopeak. MCNPX tallies the energy
deposited into the NaI crystal but does not account for the scintillation process. This
energy deposition performs resonably well for the modeling of the photon interaction
with the NaI crystal and the binning of the data into a pulse height distribution.
The MCNPX simulation for the NaI detector had a similar geometry setup described
in the first simulation. The main difference being that now the source is an activated
Y sample. The Y sample took into account self-attenuation effects due to its large
dimensions.
To match real world detector measurements, MCNPX includes Gaussian energy
broadening (GEB) abilities to the pulse height tally. The need for the energy broad-
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Figure B.4 MCNP modeling of the output signal of a NaI(Tl) detector. The model
takes into account gaussian energy broadening from the NaI(Tl) crystal, the room
geometry, and the finite size source size which contributes to self-absorption.
ening originates from the fact that the FWHM of the photopeak broadens with





and is defined at the 662 keV peak of 137Cs at 8%. The resolution of the photopeak
in MCNPX is 0% because the peak is infinitely thin. The GEB abilities allow for
a higher fidelity simulation of the NaI detector as can be seen in Figure B.4 in the
comparison of the MCNPX simulation with raw data.
FWHM = a+ b
√
E + cE2 (B.4)
where a, b, and c are coefficients with the units of MeV , MeV 2, and unitless. The
coefficient values were calculated and valued at a=-0.00715076, b=0.0652825 and c=
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-0.178934. The curve FWHM vs E was calculated using the Co-60 γ at 1.17 MeV and
1.33 MeV, the Mn-54 γ at 0.880 MeV, the Cs-137 γ at 0.661 MeV and the Na-22 γ at
0.511 MeV.
B.2.3 Results
The construction and numerical modeling of a fast neutron detector using Y as
the activation sample has been discussed. Two MCNPX simulations were run and the
detector sensitivity for d-d fusion neutrons is εγ · εn ∼ 2× 10−6.
Figure B.5 The yttrium detector relies on absolute calibration and its linearity of
response is checked it against a silver detector at the DPF known neutron yield shows
its strength. The R2 values for the fit lines was 0.99.
This detector was additionally calibrated and tested on the 3-MA/6 µs Dense
Plasma Focus (DPF) at NSTec. The yields at the DPF average ∼ 5× 1011n/pulse.
The linearity of the yttrium detector was tested against a moderated silver detector
at the DPF and the results are shown in Figure B.5. The straight line fit shows a
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relationship with a high confidence fit of R2=0.99. Possible reasons for some of the
discrepencies could stem from the two different operating modes of the yield detectors;
one relying on a threshold reaction and the other relying on neutron capture from the
moderation of fast neutrons. This detector has continually been used on experiments
at the NTF on the Zebra generator on deuterium gas puff loads and CD2 plasmas to
measure yields ranging from 109−11 n/pulse.
A simplified MCNP input deck for the GEB simulations for the NaI detector used
on Y activation is shown below.
GEB fo r NaI Detector
1 1 −1.032 −1 2 −3 imp : p=1
2 0 −999 #1 imp : p=1
3 0 999 imp : p=0
1 cx 2 .54
2 px 2 .54








f8 : p 1
f t 8 GEB −0.00715076 .0652825 −.178934 $ c o e f f i c i e n t s from eqn . GEB=a+b* sq r t (E+c*Eˆ2)
e8 0 1e−8 .01 511 i 2 $ 511 channe ls
C ************************************************************************************
C **** Mater i a l s Card
C ************************************************************************************
C NaI @ 3.667 g/cmˆ3
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